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SIXTH MEETING

Held on Wednesday, May 20th, 1925, at 3.30 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

24. Continuation of the Discussion of Article 4.

The CHAIRMAN, said that, after examining the minutes of the seventh meeting of the
General Committee, he had come to the conclusion that when that Committee referred Article 4
to the Customs Committee, it had not discussed the amendment of the United States of America.
The view which he had expressed at the last meeting to the effect that the Customs Committee
was not competent to discuss that amendment, since it had not been expressly referred to it,
was therefore justified. They must, accordingly, consider whether the Customs Committee
ought to express an opinion inn n regard to the proposal of the United State Delegation. Ought
they to make a recommendation to the General Committee which would have the effect of
compelling it to reconsider its decision in regard to the principle ?

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) and Mr. MARKER (British Empire) considered
that the Customs Committee, in its capacity as an advisory committee, had the right to make
recommendations on this subject to the General Committee.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) said he was prepared to accept the United States Delegation's
proposal provided that the trade in arms to which it referred should be subject to the formalities
laid down in Article 3 (declaration and export licence).

General ENCKELL (Finland) also accepted the amendment of the United States Delegation.
If the importer undertook responsibility for the ue made of the material which he acquired,
he did not see why they should place difficulties in the way of the exporter. He desired, however,
to suggest some slight alterations of form.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey), M. PARRA-PEREZ [(Venezuela),
M. GUERIN (Netherlands), M. DENDRAMIS (Greece), Commander MARIASEVITCH (Kingdom
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), and Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China) supported the amendment
of the United States in the new form proposed.

M. DE TUGNY (France) said that he could accept sub-paragraph (a) of the first paragraph
of the American proposal, but he would feel obliged to oppose sub-paragraph (b).

The Committe unanimously decided to make a recommendation to the General Committee
to the effect that it should re-consider its decision in regard to the principle involved, thus making
it possible to introduce the new methods of procedure contained in the amendment.

The Committee further decided by a majority to give an opinion on the possibility of makingexceptions in the case of: (1) fully assembled implements; (2) samples or models for demonstration
purposes exported to private individuals.

25. Discussion of Sub-Paragraph (b) of the Amendment of the United States Delegation.

As all the delegations had not expressed themselves in favour of the adoption of sub-
paragraph (b) of the first paragraph of the United States amendment, the CHAIRMAN declared

" (b) To sporting associations ri, rifle clubs, etc., duly authorised by their own
Government. "

M. RUEGGER (Switzerland) thought that, as regards the substance of the question, it
would be franker and more in accordance with the spirit of the General Committee's decisions
to allow the arms to be exported directly to the acquiring associations, subject to the consent
of the importing Government. The Swiss Delegate proposed to add the words " or the competent
central administrations " after the words " a representative of the Government of the importing
country ".

As regards the form, he remarked that the authorisation which would have to be obtained
by these sporting associations, rifle clubs, etc., was, perhaps, already provided for by the
authorisations granted, in the case of each separate shipment, by the importing Government.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) pointed out that it was as a measure of security
that special authorisations in regard to each despatch were required for general authorisations
granted to sports associations, shooting societies and manufacturers.
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DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) said that the Turkish Delegation saw no objection to the
adoption of the American amendment, since the importation of arms for manufacturers or
sporting associations, etc., would henceforth be conditional on the consent of the importing
Government ; but he desired to state that Turkey would only give such consent if the arms,
ammunition or implements of war were delivered directly to the Turkish Government.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) explained that in Brazil these associations and private
manufacturers could only obtain their arms through a Brazilian military commission. There
seemed, therefore, to be some resemblance between the procedure adopted in Turkey and in
Brazil.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States to America), pointed out that nothing in the new text
that he had presented interfered with the stipulation that delivery of arms should be made
through the intermediary of Governments.

The Committee decided that duly authorised sporting societies should be entitled to receive
small-arms in Category I in the same way as other purchasers of arms in the same Category.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that they should next vote on the question whether the commercial
agents of exporting manufacturers should be placed on the same footing as other purchasers
of arms belonging to the first Category.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) did not quite understand how they could be treated similarly.
The Committee had authorised under certain conditions the export on the one hand of small
arms in Category Ito sporting societies, and on the other hand, all complete implements and
component parts without specifying the category to manufacturers. The Delegate of the
British Empire desired that, before submitting a recommendation to the General Committee,
the Customs Committee should invite the delegate of the United States of America to draw
up a more detailed draft.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) said that he could not accept the proposal of the United
States Delegation except on condition that the proposed measure of assimilation should only
apply to samples for demonstration purposes.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) doubted whether it was really necessary to retain the part of
the United States amendment referring to samples (models for demonstration purposes), since
these samples were always sent, for tests and experiments, to the Governments themselves.

General RUGGLES (United States of America) considered that reservations should be made
to enable a duly authorised commercial traveller to import into a country material for the
demonstration of its qualities to the government of that country.

The Committee decided to provide in the recommendation to be presented to the General Committee
that mention should be made of the commercial representative of exporting manufacturers.

26. Decision to Transmit a Recommendation to the General Committee.

The CHAIRMAN, acting on the suggestion of the Delegate for the British Empire, requested
Mr. Winslow (United States of America) to draw up a memorandum to assist them in drafting
the recommendation which the Customs Committee would send to the General Committee
if the amendment should be adopted.

M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) hoped that the memorandum would deal with the case of samples
which were not accepted.

General RUGGLES (United States of America) considered that these samples should only
be returned to their place of origin or used in conformity with the stipulations of the present
Convention.

27. Discussion of Article 7.

On the proposal of the Delegate of the British Empire, the Committee decided to postpone
to a future meeting the examination of the second paragraph of Article 7 and of the British
amendment referring to it.

28. Diseussion of the Belgian and Venezuelan Amendments involving the introduction of an
Article 7 (a).

BELGIAN AMENDMENT.

" As regards arms, munitions and implements of war in Category I coming from
countries which have not adhered to the present Convention, the High Contracting
Parties undertake
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" (1) To prohibit the importation and transport of such arms except for the
use of their own Government;

"(2) To prohibit their transit unless they are for the use of the Government
of a State adhering to the present Convention;

"(3) To send to the Central International Office referred to in Article 8, between
the 30th and 45th day following the end of each quarter, a complete and exact
schedule of arms, munitions and implements of war in Category I imported under
the conditions specified in (1) of the present Article."

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela), explained that the Venezuelan Delegation had adopted
the Belgian Delegation's amendment as their own, after redrafting it, in agreement with its
authors, in the following terms :

VENEZUELAN AMENDMENT.

"The High Contracting Parties undertake to prohibit the importation and
transport of arms, munitions and implements of war which are subject to licence
coming from countries which have not adhered to the present Convention, unless they
are destined for the use of their own Government (in the case of the first Category) or
are imported with an authorisation (in the case of the second Category)."

M. Parra-Perez reminded the Committee that it had been agreed at the meeting of the
General Committee that arms in the second Category should be subject to the system of
licences and that this should be stated in Article 7 (a), and that there was no occasion to
discuss the question of the transit of arms, ammunition and implements of war.

The amendment submitted by his Delegation complied - as they would all see - with
both these conditions.

Moreover, as the General Committee had decided, since the Belgian amendment was
submitted, not to create the Central Office, the Venezuelan Delegation had discarded para-
graph 3 of that amendment.

In reply to an observation by M. Ruegger (Switzerland), the speaker said that in his view
the words "and transport " were perhaps redundant.

M. MAGNAN (France) said that these words were not really redundant, because he could
imagine a prohibition order being made and applying to the transport of arms in the interior
of a country after importation had actually been effected.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) was not in possession of the text drawn up by the Delega-
tion of Venezuela. He thought that the clause regarding the transport of arms in the interior
of a country was of a nature to raise great difficulties. If they considered the case of Norway
purchasing arms from the United States of America, and assumed that Norway had signed
the Convention but that the United States had not done so, Great Britain, through whose
territorial waters the material must pass in transit from the United States of America to Norway,
would be bound in the terms of the Venezuelan amendment to forbid the transit of these arms.
The situation might be imagined as a result of the interference of Great Britain in a traffic
which concerned only the United States of America and Norway.

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela), replying to DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey), said that
M. Dupriez (Belgium) had already explained the object aimed at by Article 7 (a). The
Venezuelan Delegation thought that the Belgian proposals would provide a new method of
combating the illicit trade in arms, ammunition and implements in the second Category.

As regards the objection raised by the Delegate of the British Empire, he had already
said that, personally, he thought the words " and transport " were unnecessary.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) said that the Belgian amendment had originally contained a third
paragraph which would have subjected the trade in arms sent from a non-signatory Power
to a signatory Power to a regime of publicity similar to that which had been established for
deliveries by one signatory Power to another. Since a central office was not to be created,
the third paragraph of the Belgian amendment had ceased to have any object. In these cir-
cumstances, could they not re-insert in the Venezuelan proposal some clause providing for
publicity in respect of such shipments ?

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela) said that he agreed with the proposal of M. Hennings.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) asked whether the following passage in Article 7 (a)
would not duplicate the provisions of Article 3 :

" The High Contracting Parties undertake to prohibit the importation and trans-
port of arms, munitions and implements of war which are subject to licence . . "

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) doubted whether the Committee was competent to discuss
Article 7 (a), for two reasons: first, they did not know whether the principle of publicity for
imports would be adopted ; secondly, the General Committee had not yet considered the case
of shipments coming from or addressed to non-signatory Powers. He questioned whether
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the General Committee had realised all the problems involved by Article 7 (a) when they
referred it to the Customs Committee.

The CHAIRMAN thought there could hardly be any question as to the competence of the
Customs Committee on this point, for the General Committee could not possibly have failed
to realise the nature of the problems involved by the text which it had referred to them.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) remarked on the gravity of the obligation which would be imposed
on the Contracting Parties to prohibit the transport of arms belonging to subjects of non-
signatory countries. He proposed, with a view to restricting the effect of this provision, that
they should add after " and transport of arms " the words " in the interior of the adhering
countries "

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) said that, after a very careful perusal of the Venezuelan
amendment, he could not accept it because, as it was worded, the export of arms in Category
III would still be prohibited.

M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) drew attention to the serious consequences which would be
involved by the application of the clause regarding the transport of arms in the interior of a
country. Would any Parliament agree to vote for a convention containing an Article which-
if it was going to be observed - would expose the country to economic conflicts, perhaps
even to wars with its neigbours ?

M. MITANI (Japan) pointed out, as regards arms in Category II, that,if the importing
country was a Contracting Party, its authorisation would naturally be required. If, on the
other hand, it had not signed the Convention, it could not be bound by the latter. In both
these cases the provisions of Article 7 (a) regarding arms in Category II appeared superfluous

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) and Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) said they
were unable to express an opinion in regard to the Venezuelan amendment, which they had
not yet had time to study.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that they should adjourn the discussion of the Venezuelan
amendment till the next meeting in order to enable M. Dupriez (Belgium) to attend and
explain his view on the effect of its provisions.

This proposal was adopted.

29. Discussion of Article 24 (British Amendment). (Annex 1, page 732).

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) was not sure that the questions raised by Article 24 (British
Amendment) were within the competence of the Customs Committee. The same Article had
already been submitted to the Legal Committee.

Dr TCHEOU WEI (China) pointed out that the Legal Committee had proposed that an
addition should be made to paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article 24 (British). He did not know
the exact wording of the addition, but in substance it was to add both to paragraph (a) and
(b) the words " for their normal requirements '.

If this addition were made to the text of Article 24 be would feel able to accept it.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Netherlands Delegation had moved a similar addition in
the General Committee. He agreed with the British Delegate that Article 24 was decidedly
of a legal character.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey), thought that in this case, again, they could not suppose
that the General Committee had referred to the Customs Committee an amendment which
was not within the latter's competence. However, since Article 24 was now under discussion
in the Legal Committee, it would be necessary, before giving an opinion, to learn the
views of that Committee.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that he had not said that the Customs Committee ought to
refrain from giving any opinion on Article 24. But it could quite well give an opinion and
at the same time confine its recommendation to those points which were within its
competence.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) thought that all the members could agree on two points:
(1) that the Customs Committee was competent in questions of publicity, and that in this
connection no publicity should be required in respect of movements of the arms, ammunition
and implements of war referred to in Article 24; (2) that the " normal requirements " referred
to by the Chinese Delegate would be a very vague and impracticable standard whereby to
judge the necessity of the transport of these arms.

The CHAIRMAN agreed with the views of the Italian Delegate. As regards the amendment
which Dr. Tcheou Wei (China) had mentioned, it was certainly not within the province of their
Committee to discuss it.
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30. Amendment to Article 24 (British Amendment) moved by the Turkish Delegation.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) desired that this text should be modified as follows : Instead
of: (a) "wherever situated", insert " provided that they are situated in territory placed
under the sovereignty of the Central Government ".

The CHAIRMAN observed that the point was not within the competence of their Committee.

M. DE TUGNY (France) said that he could not accept the alteration proposed by the Turkish
Delegation because the expression " sovereignty of the Central Government" would not
apply to territories such as Morocco and Tunis. He must therefore make an express reservation
on this point.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) said that he entirely agreed with the Chairman on the question
of competence. The British amendment must be examined by their Committee so far as it
related to Customs, export licences and publicity. The Turkish Delegate's proposal clearly
went beyond those limits. He therefore proposed that it should be dropped and that the Cus-
toms Committee should refer Article 24 (British Amendment) to the General Committee, merely
stating that, as regards questions within its competence, it had no objections to offer.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) thought that if armed forces were situated in a territory
which possessed a regular Customs system the consideration of the conditions under which
arms might be sent to those forces came within the province of the Customs Committee.

In any case, they could not say, as M. Hennings (Sweden) proposed, that the Committee
had no objections to make in regard to the points within its competence. It would be more
correct to state that the discussion of that Article was outside its competence and had not
been attempted.

The CHAIRMAN maintained the opinion which he had previously expressed in regard to
the competence of the Committee.

M. GUERIN (Netherlands) asked the Committee to take note of the fact that the Dutch
amendment had been forwarded to the General Committee, and that the Delegate of the Nether-
lands considered as superfluous a clause dealing with the despatch of arms to colonies.

The CHAIRMAN noted the remarks of the Dutch Delegate.

The Committee decided to send the text of Article 24 (British Amendment) to the General
Committee, with the remark that, as far as concerned the competence of the Customs Committee,
there were no objections to be made to these stipulations.

SEVENTH MEETING

Held on Friday, May 22nd, 1925, at 4.30 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

31. Continuation of the Discussion of Article 4 and of the Memorandum of the United States
Delegation.

The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee that since its last meeting the Bureau of the Confer-
ence, after hearing the statement of the United States Delegation, had shown a certain reluc-
tance to allow the proposed exception, concerning the export of rifles, muskets, carbines and
their ammunition to sporting associations. They had found it easier to agree in regard to -the
export of samples to duly authorised manufacturers, because they held that these samples
could be treated in the same way as component parts. The Bureau had considered that the
Customs Committee should express an opinion on these questions and should submit a complete
text to the General Committee. The President of the Conference felt strongly that the Technical
Committees must abide by the directions given them by the General Committee. As that
Committee had, on May 9th, clearly expressed its intentions with regard to the export of the
arms, material and ammunition in Category I to private individuals they should show the
greatest respect for its wishes.

The following drafts prepared by the United States Delegation in conformity with the
suggestion made by the Committee at its meeting on Wednesday, May 20th (see Section 26),
were read.
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32. Draft A proposed by the United States Delegation.

" Having been entrusted with the study of Article 4, the Customs Committee
is of the opinion that the exceptions for the export of component parts of items men-
tioned in Category I to private individuals under certain guarantees should be extended
to the items themselves as well as to samples for demonstration purposes. This decision
to extend the exceptions provided for in the Draft Convention has been influenced
by a desire to protect the interests of legitimate trade, and the Customs Committee
believes that the conditions under which it proposes to permit the export of items,
component parts and samples to individuals fully prevent the use of this material
in fomenting internal or international disturbances.

"The Customs Committee has therefore reached the following decision:
" The export under licence or export declaration of items or component

parts of items specified in Category I, including samples for demonstration
purposes, may be permitted to recognised manufacturers, to sporting associations
or to trade representatives of the exporter on the following conditions:

"(1) The said items or component parts of items may be exported direct
to a recognised manufacturer of war material duly authorised by his Government.

"(2) Rifles, muskets, carbines and their ammunition may be exported
direct to sporting associations, rifle clubs or similar organisations duly authorised
by their own Government.

"(3) Samples of items or component parts thereof for demonstration
purposes may only be exported direct to a trade representative of the exporting
manufacturer.

These samples, unless purchased under the provisions of this Convention,
must be removed by the representative of the exporting manufacturer from the
territory of the importing country as soon as they shall have served their purposes
of demonstration.

" (4) The authorisation to export, in the case of paragraphs 1, 2 or 3 above,
must be given by an export licence. An export declaration filed with and approved
by the competent authorities of the exporting state may take the place of a
licence.

"(5) In the case of each exportation of the material mentioned in para-
graphs 1, 2 and 3 above, the importer shall present to the exporter a written
order endorsed by a representative of the Government of the importing country
duly authorised to act within the purview of this convention. This order shall be
submitted to the authorities of the exporting State, who are entrusted with the
granting of the licence or the issuance of the export declaration and shall indicate
that the items, component parts or samples are required by the importer."
"This decision was adopted."

"Should this decision be approved by the General Committee, the Customs
Committee will undertake the necessary revision of Article 4. "

33. Draft B proposed by the United States Delegation.

" Having been entrusted with the study of Article 4, the Customs Committee
is of the opinion that the exceptions for the export of component parts of items
mentioned in Category I to private individuals under certain guarantees should
be extended to the items themselves as well as to samples for demonstration purposes.
This decision to extend the exceptions provided for in the Draft Convention has
been influenced by a desire to protect the interests of legitimate trade, and the Customs
Committee believe that the conditions under which it proposes to permit the export
of items, component parts and samples to individuals fully prevent the use of this
material in fomenting internal or international disturbances.

" Accordingly, the Customs Committee has unanimously adopted the following
text for Article 4:

" The export under licence or export declaration of items or component
parts of items, specified in Category I, including samples for demonstration
purposes, may be permitted to recognised manufacturers, to sporting associations
or to trade representatives of the exporter on the following conditions:

" (1) The said items or component parts of items may be exported direct
to a recognised manufacturer of war material duly authorised by his own Govern-
ment

" (2) Rifles, muskets, carbines and their ammunition may be exported
direct to sporting associations, rifle clubs or similar organisations duly authorised
by their own Government

"(3) Samples of items or component parts thereof for demonstration
purposes may only be exported direct to a trade representative of the exporting
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manufacturer These samples, unless purchased under the provisions of this
Convention, must be removed by the representative of the exporting manufac-
turer from the territory of the importing country as soon as they shall have
served their purposes of demonstration.

" (4) The authorisation to export in the case of paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of
this article must conform with the provisions of paragraph (b) of Article 3,
and a representative of the Government of the importing country duly authorised
to act within the purview of this Convention shall endorse each order in writing
for these items, component parts or samples. This order shall indicate that
the items, component parts or samples are required by the importer."

34. Discussion of Draft B of Article 4.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that they should first discuss Draft B and observed that three
points in the text proposed by the United States delegation did not seem very clear: (1) the
principle of allowing an exception to the general conditions with a view to enabling component
parts to be exported to private individuals; (2) the exception in favour of the trade repre-
sentatives of the exporting firms; (3) and the third exception in favour of sporting associa-
tions, rifle clubs or similar organisations.

Moreover, as it was to be expected that the character of the exports authorised would
depend upon that of the consignees, the Chairman asked if it would not be better to retain
Article 4, as worded in the Draft Convention, as the basis of their discussion. They could then
decide on the question of giving samples the same treatment as component parts; next, on the
question of trade representatives ; and lastly, on that of the export of fully assembled imple-
ments to sporting associations, rifle clubs or similar organisations.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) wished to thank the United States Delegation for the re-
markable work which it had presented. The draft, on the whole, reflected closely the principle
adopted by this Committee in such a way that the speaker had but one or two amendments
of detail to suggest.

35. Finnish Proposal regarding Sporting Associations.

General ENCKELL (Finland) proposed that the clause referring to the export of rifles,
muskets, carbines and their ammunition to sporting associations should be embodied in
paragraph 1 of Article 3. If this addition were made the Article might then read as follows:

" These authorisations are not to be granted except for a direct supply to a
Government, recognised as such by the Government of the exporting country; never-
theless, rifles, muskets, carbines and their ammunition may be exported direct to
sporting associations, rifle clubs or similar organisations duly authorised by their
own Government. "

The CHAIRMAN said that, personally, he agreed with the Finnish Delegate. He thought
that the Committee might omit paragraph 2 of the United States Delegation's draft and might
expand paragraph 1 of Article 3 in the manner proposed by the Finnish Delegate.

36. Swedish Proposal regarding Draft B.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) said that he would prefer to leave Article 3 as it was and to have
a new Article, numbered 4, worded as follows:

" Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3, exports to private individuals may be
permitted in the following cases and subject to the conditions specified below. . .

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela) said that he would gladly accept the suggestion of the
Swedish Delegate, since the United States Delegation's text formed a complete whole, no part
of which could be conveniently removed and incorporated in another Article.

The CHAIRMAN said that he agreed with M. Parra-Perez and with M. Hennings. The
text suggested by the Swedish Delegate had the advantage that it did not specify in its
preamble the various kinds of importers in favour of whom exceptions might be made.

The Committee decided to retain in Article 4 the provisions which referred to the export of
items, component parts and samples to private individuals.

The CHAIRMAN desired to point out that paragraph 1 of the United States draft consider-
ably enlarged the clauses of Article 4, which provided for exceptions, as compared with the
original draft of that Article.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America), alluding to a preceding recommendation made
by the Chairman, wished to inform the members of this Committee that the Chairman of the
Bureau, while remarking that the Customs Committee should abide by the principle expressed
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by the General Committee, the latter had not reached a decision on this point. On the contrary,
Mr. Burton (United States of America) had emphatically maintained that it was not only the
right but also the duty of any smaller committee to discuss questions and reach decisions,
even if contrary to the views previously expressed by the General Committee; that the latter
should have the benefit of the longer and more detailed study of the smaller committees. The
only decision taken by the Bureau was to the effect that the Customs Committee should reach
decisions in accordance with its best judgements.

The CHAIRMAN said that he had only made this recommendation in his capacity as Delegate
for Norway.

In any case, an exception had been proposed and it was necessary to give reasons for it.
He invited members to make any observations which they might desire to submit on the subject.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) recalled that the Committee had already agreed
as to the principle regarding the export of complete items to duly authorised manufacturers.
This clause did not constitute, in his opinion, a new derogation but was rather an extension
of the exceptions already adopted by theee al aopte h General Committee.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as Delegate for Norway, said that he must make an explicit
reservation on this point.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), while fully appreciating the motives which had led the Chairman
to make a reservation, could not help feeling that cases did arise in which it would be desirable
to allow the export of items or component part t manuftecturers. At manufacturer of cannon
who desired to import sighting apparatus would not be able to have them consigned to him-
self if they laid down that complete items could not be delivered direct to private individuals
for, though it was true that sighting apparatus were component parts, when considered with
reference to a fully equipped cannon, they were also complete items if sighting apparatus
were considered apart from the cannon. They must also legislate for the case of a completely
equipped cannon being sent back for repairs. In these circumstances the provisions in the
United States Delegation's draft appeared to him entirely reasonable, and, therefore, he would
support the draft Article submitted by the United States Delegation.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) said that the Italian Delegation was in favour of giving arms manu-
facturers the right to import their material direct, for the reason that State manufacture was
being, in a constantly increasing degree, replaced by private manufacture. With the desire
of eliminating a number of vexatious formalities, he would vote for paragraph 1 of the Ameri-
can draft, since the clause "duly authorised by his own Government" afforded a sufficient
guarantee. He desired to add that there were also instruments which might be considered
either as component parts or as complete items; the export of such instruments to private
individuals might, if they went by Article 3, be either allowed or prohibited, according as
they were regarded as items or as component parts. The United States draft did good
service in removing this ambiguity.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) adduced, as an additional reason for adopting paragraph I
of the American draft, that, when war vessels were being equipped, builders were obliged to
import large numbers of optical, electrical and other instruments which could not be regarded
as component parts.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) explained that the British Delegation had felt the same
apprehension as the Chairman of this Committee in regard to the new derogation which was
made to the general principles forming the basis of this Convention. However, after a more
careful study of the question of the despatch of samples to manufacturers, it appeared to him
to be necessary to increase the exceptions provided in Article 4. For these reasons the Delegate
of the British Empire would accept, for his part, paragraph 1 of the American proposal.

The Committee adopted paragraph 1 of text B of Article 4 proposed by the Delegate of the
United States of America.

37. Discussion of Paragraph 2 of Draft B of Article 4.

The CHAIRMAN declared the discussion open on paragraph 2 of the above-mentioned draft.
General ENCKELL (Finland) thought that, in paragraph 2, sporting associations received

more than their due attention, whereas civil guards were not referred to - not even by
implication, since they could not be regarded as " similar organisations ". In his opinion,
one reason why the derogation provided for in paragraph 2 might quite well be accepted was
that rifle clubs helped to prepare young men for military service, and thus enabled the term
of compulsory military service to be curtailed. Sporting associations did not serve this pur-
pose, whereas civil guards were solely intended for such purposes. He therefore proposed to
omit "sporting associations " from paragraph 2 and to insert "civil guards ".

M. de TUGNY (France) proposed that they should omit paragraph 2 altogether, since the
term "similar organisations " could be applied to such a wide range of organisations. These
associations would always be entitled - even without the present paragraph 2 of the United
States Delegation's proposal - to apply to their Governments under Article 3 if they desired
to acquire arms.
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Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China) said that he agreed with the French Delegate.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the " similar organisations " would have to be " duly
authorised " by their own Government. Any arms or ammunition which these associations
obtained would therefore be supplied under the authority of the State.

Commander MARIASEVITCH (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes) said he was in
favour of the adoption of paragraph 2 of the United States amendment, which would enable
certain of the military societies in his country to obtain arms and munitions with the least
possible formality.

38. Turkish proposal regarding Draft B of Article 4.
DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) proposed the following wording for paragraph 2 of the draft:

" Rifles, muskets and carbines and their ammunition may be imported direct
to sporting associations or other bodies provided that these bodies are duly authorised
by their own Government to use them ".

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) said that, in regard to civil guards and various militias under
the immediate control of the State, there was nothing in the stipulations of Article 3 to prevent
the State from supplying them with arms and ammunition. The Government would have
the right, if it was thought necessary from the point of view of security, to arm the colonists
and planters.

General ENCKELL (Finland) said that he entirely agreed on this point with the Delegate
of the British Empire.

He had asked that paragraph 3 of Article 3 should be given a wider application. 'They
had now decided to grant various sporting associations the right to receive arms and munitions
directly. There was therefore all the more reason for conferring the same right on civil
guards, who were more directly under the control of the Government than the associations
in question.

Further, the Finnish Delegate was prepared to support the amendment moved by
Djemil Selman Bey (Turkey).

The UNITED STATES DELEGATION also accepted the amendment to paragraph 2 moved
by Djemil Selman Bey (Turkey).

39. Decisions of the Committee regarding Article 4.

The Committee adopted paragraph 2 as in the draft submitted by the Turkish Delegation.

The Committee also adopted the text of paragraph 3 of the United States proposal as amended
by the delegate of the British Empire in the following form:

"Samples of items or component parts thereof for demonstration purposes
may only be exported direct to a trade representative of the exporting manufacturer.
These samples, unless purchased under the provisions of this Convention, must be
returned to the exporting manufacturer or utilised in conformity with the provisions
of the present Convention as soon as they shall have served their purposes of demonstra-
tion.

The Committee rejected by 6 votes to 5 with several abstentions the proposal made by the Delegate
of the British Empire and also by the Delegate of the United States of America recommending that
sporting associations, shooting societies or other similar organisations duly authorised by their
own Government should be empowered to import component parts of arms.

The Committee decided to adopt as paragraph 4 of Article 4, paragraph 5 of text A of the proposal
of the Delegation of the United States of America, and, at the suggestion of M. DE TUGNY (France),
to add a clause stipulating that the exports and imports provided for in Article 4 should be subject
to the same publicity as the imports and exports provided for in Article 3.
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EIGHTH MEETING

Held on Monday, May 25th, 1925, at 4.15 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

40. Opinion of the General Committee on the Question of Publicity for Imports.

The CHAIRMAN, who had been informed by Major de Carvalho of the doubts of the Sub-
Committee as to whether provision was to be made for import statistics, announced that the
General Committee had just adopted the principle of publicity both for imports and for exports
of arms, ammunition and implements of war.

41. Adoption of the Text of Article 4.

The Committee adopted the following draft of Article 4, submitted by the Delegation of the
United States of America (subject to drafting alterations):

"Notwithstanding the stipulations of Article 3, export to private persons may
be effected in the following cases and under the conditions set out below:

" 1. The items entered in Category I or component parts of such items may be
exported direct to a recognised manufacturer of war material duly authorised by his
own Government.

" 2. Rifles, muskets, carbines and their ammunition may be exported direct
to rifle clubs or other bodies provided they are duly authorised by their own Govern-
ments to use them.

"3. Samples of items entered in Category I or component parts thereof for
demonstration purposes may only be exported direct to a trade representative of the
exporting manufacturer duly authorised by his own Government. These samples,
unless purchased under the provisions of this Convention, must be re-exported by
the representative of the exporting manufacturer from the territory of the importing
country as soon as they shall have served their purposes of demonstration.

"4. The authorisation to export in the case of paragraphs 1, 2 or 3 above must
be given by an export licence. An export declaration filed with and approved by
the competent authorities of the exporting state may take the place of a licence.

" In the case of each exportation of the material mentioned in paragraphs 1,
2 and 3 above, the importer shall present to the exporter a written order endorsed
by the Government of the importing country or by a representative of the Govern-
ment of the importing country duly authorised to act within the purview of this
Convention. This order shall be submitted to the authorities of the exporting State
who are entrusted with the granting of the licence or the issuance of the export decla-
ration and shall indicate that the items, component parts or samples are required
by the importer.

' The stipulations of paragraph 6 of Article 3 shall apply to all exports and
imports permitted under the present Article."

42. Discussion of Article 6 of Draft Convention.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) read the following declaration:

The Delegation of the United States is fully aware that, at a recent meeting, the General
Committee decided that shipments of arms and munitions in Category II should be exported
only under licence. The Customs Committee, however, may be aware that the Chairman of
our Delegation (Mr. Burton) voted against that decision.

It has been suggested that, in view of the General Committee's decision, this committee
is not competent to consider a proposal which, in its sense, is contrary to a principle laid down
by the General Committee. The Delegation of the United States does not share this view.
It is the opinion of our Delegation that any committee of this Conference, regardless of the
views expressed by the General Committee, has the right to consider and even adopt measures
which are contrary to the previously expressed opinion of the General Committee. It must
be remembered that one of the principal reasons for setting up these committees is in order
that a more careful and more detailed study may be given to the subjects referred to them than
would be possible in the General Committee. Therefore, if, after such detailed and careful
consideration, a committee reaches a conclusion differing in principle from the previously
expressed conclusion of the General Committee, it is not only the right but it is the duty of
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the smaller committee to refer its recommendations to the General Committee in order that the
latter may benefit by the conclusions reached through more detailed study, and, if it sees fit,
have the opportunity to alter the decision which it has previously taken.

As I stated on Thursday last, the Delegation of the United States and the Government
of the United States is absolutely opposed to subjecting exports of arms and munitions of
Category II, except in so far as concerns the special zones to the same conditions to which
arms and munitions of Category I are subjected. May I be permitted to recall that it has
been stated repeatedly in the previous meetings of the Temporary Mixed Commission and
it has been intimated in this Conference that a Convention without the adherence of the United
States would be of less value than no convention whatsoever ? I am sure that the members of
this Committee share this view; and I am also sure that all my honourable colleagues realise
the dangers of drawing up a Convention which, failing its coming into force and effect, would
require vital reservations by important High Contracting Parties.

The Delegation ol the United States and the Government of the United States consider
with the utmost seriousness the provisions of the proposed Article 6 which we are now discussing.
You have before you the amendment of the United States to this Article. It will be seen that
what is proposed by our Delegation is merely that the same course should be followed which
was adopted after many months of detailed study by the Temporary Mixed Commission, with
the addition that, in the interest of adequate publicity, which is an underlying principle of
this Convention, statistics relating to shipments in Category II shall be published.

The delegation of the United States cannot perceive that its amendment is in any way
inconsistent with the underlying principles of the proposed convention. As I have stated
above, its most important principle is to provide for the control of the traffic in arms and muni-
tions of war through adequate publicity; on the other hand, the object of the convention
is in no wise intended to interfere with the interests of legitimate and harmless trade in war
material. Arms and munitions of Category II are arms and munitions which may be, or may
not be, used for military purposes. We are prepared to undertake to determine from the size
of the shipment and other circumstances whether these arms are for military purposes, and,
in such an event, they will necessarily be subjected to the same conditions as arms and muni-
tions of Category I. And if these arms are intended for proper peaceful purposes we are prepared
to give adequate publicity to these shipments, as in the case of arms and munitions of Cate-
gory 1. But we are not willing to subject these shipments to the governmental responsibility
and supervision which would follow the application of licences or export declarations requiring
the approval of the competent authorities of the exporting Government - namely, we are not
prepared to inject governmental interference into legitimate and harmless commercial traffic.

In conclusion, may I emphasise once more that the Delegation of the United States, except
in so far as concerns the special zones, cannot accept any provision placing the same condi-
tions on the export of arms and munitions of Category IIas are placed on arms and munitions
of Category I ?

43. Amendment to Article 6 proposed by the Delegation of the United States of America.

" The High Contracting Parties agree, however, to give publicity as to the arms
and munitions in Category II which may be shipped from or into their territory and
to furnish statistics of such trade to the Central International Office provided in
Article 8. "

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) regretted that he was unable to agree with the Delegate of
the United States of America. Speaking in the name of Great Britain and India, he earnestly
requested the United States Delegation to re-examine this question.

It should be recognised that if a Government as important as the Government of the United
States of America did not adhere to the Convention it would be extremely difficult to put
it into force, even if a large majority should pronounce in favour of it.

In Category II were placed those arms capable of replacing arms of a purely military
character in Category I in case these could not be obtained - rifles and revolvers, for example.
From this it followed, naturally, that it was necessary to apply to Category II the control pro-
vided for Category I. In regard more particularly to the special zones, and even many countries
which would not be included in the zones, such as Persia, Turkey, the Baltic and Balkan States,
it was precisely by means of such arms that certain troubles and insurrections might be carried
on.

It was true that other countries were not exposed to revolutionary uprisings, and the Dele-
gate of the British Empire understood further that the United States of America and Belgium
were concerned with safeguarding the interests of the numerous munition manufactures in
their respective countries, but Great Britain was also an exporting country. She had, never-
theless, considered that they should rise above pecuniary considerations and adopt, by reason
of the situation existing in certain countries, rigorous measures of control.

It would not be too much to say that the suppression of the control of arms, material and
munitions in Category II would resoult in rendering ineffective the provisions of the Conven-
tion.

The speaker hoped that the United States Delegate would consider the demand of im-
porting countries- that they were unable to allow the importation of arms into their country
without being asked for tkeir consent -ad for- this reason demanded the formality of
preliminary authorisation.
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The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the amendment of the United States Delegation must
be considered as an addition to Article 6 of the Draft Convention. As the General Committee
had decided against the retention of that Article, they would be going counter to its decisions
if they adopted the proposal of the United States delegation.

He read the following statement to the Committee:

"The Delegates of Finland and Greece, having to attend the meeting of the
Committee which is dealing with the problem of States bordering on Russia, regret
that they are obliged to withdraw. They desire to reserve their decision in regard
to the question raised by the United States Delegation.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) pointed out that at one of the meetings of the General Committee
the Italian Delegation had voted against applying the system of licences to arms, ammunition
and implements in Category II. It seemed to him that if they were going to require import
and export statistics, not only for the items in Category I but for those of Category II as well,
they would be imposing very complicated duties on the different countries. The Italian
Delegation reserved its right to raise this point in the General Committee.

He considered that there was, perhaps, certain common ground in the proposals of the
British and United States Delegations and that this should make it easier to reach an
agreement.

To begin with, the United States desired, in certain circumstances, to apply the same
formalities to some items of Category II as to the items 'of Category I; on the other hand,
the British Empire appeared content not to require supervision for those items of Category II
which were iot intended for unmistakeably military purposes. In these circumstances, would
int not be possible to divide Category II into two portions, one of which would be subject, and
the other not subject, to the system of licences (except, of course, in the case of the special
zones) ? Then again, as regards the size of the shipment, every one would admit that the arms
in Category II would only represent a danger if they were shipped in large quantities. It
was perhaps, therefore, possible to agree not to subject shipments of these articles to super-
vision if it was only proposed to send them in small quantities.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) regrettedto observe that the representatives of the British Empire
and the United States disagreed in regard to Article 6, and he desired to propose a compromise
in case an agreement was not reached on theon proposal of the Italian Delegation.

The system which he would like to suggest - entirely in his personal capacity - would
consist in the first place, of an authorisation to export, which would be submitted by the
manufacturer to the Customs Authe tmtorities of te exporting country. This document would
either have annexed to it an order in writing from the importing Government or it would be
endorsed by a consul of that country. When that document had been submitted, the exporta-
tion could be effected without the approval of the exporting Government being required.

Finally, they might agree on the clause regarding publicity which had been proposed by
the United States Delegation and accepted, so he believed, by the British Empire.

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela) explained that it was on the motion of his own Delegation
that the General Committee had decided to apply the system of licences to Category II. For
that reason, while sympathising with the wishes of his colleagues of the United States, he did
not feel able to support their amendment. He would like to ask Mr Winslow how the Govern-
ment of the United States proposed to ascertain that the arms in Category II were not intended
for military purposes if it refrained from exercising any supervision over those arms.

Colonel FRAIKIN (Belgium), referring to the observations of the Delegate of the British
Empire, said that he was not there as the representative of the manufacturers of arms and
ammunition but as the representative of te the only country inwhich the supervision of the
trade in arms was, so to speak, complete. Belgium would gladly agree to apply the regime of
licences to arms in Category I and that of export declarations to arms in Category II. As
regards the latter category, it was necessary to distinguish not only between arms with long
barrels and those with short barrels but also between large consignments and small consign-
ments.

The Belgian Government had encountered numerous difficulties in applying the provi-
sions of the Convention of Saint Germain relating to the arms of the second Category; the diffi-
culty lay in the necessity of respecting the rightful interests of the legitimate trade in arms
while at the same time exercising an effective supervision over exports. The following
rules had been adopted with a view to avoiding elaborate formalities : in the case of
long-barrelled arms, no licence was required if the consignment did not exceed 25 units;
in the case of automatic pistols and revolvers, the maximum number would be raised
to 500.

It certainly seemed impossible that such trifling quantities should be exported for military
purposes; and again, there were serious objections to the indiscriminate opening of all the
zinc-lined cases in which arms are packed for transatlantic journeys. The Customs officials did
not close them properly; arms got lost, and lawful trade suffered. For that reason, and
based on long experience, the Belgian Delegation had the honour to propose the following
text for Article 6:

" Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 7 below, arms and ammunition
in Category II may, if the exporter's country so desires, be exported without licence.
The High Contracting Parties undertake to determine, from the size, destination
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and other circumstances of each consignment, whether these arms and munitions are
intended for war purposes. If such is the case the High Contracting Parties under-
take that the shipments shall become subject to Articles 2 and 5.

" The trade in arms of Category III shall remain entirely free subject to the
observance of national regulations.

General LAIDONER (Esthonia) said that, although it was perfectly true that arms in Cate-
gory I played the chief role in wars, it was none the less true that arms in Category II could
be effectively used in their place for fomenting disturbances, and these disturbances in turn
led to wars.

Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China) thought that they should conform to the decision of the General
Committee and make consignments of arms in Category II subject to licence. The Customs
Committee, which did not contain representatives of all the countries, was not competent to
amend one of the General Committee's decisions. Moreover, certain arms in Category II 
viz., machine pistols of all calibres, pistols and automatic revolvers - were genuine weapons
of war, and the trade in them ought to be supervised.

Colonel FRAIKIN (Belgium) pointed out that disturbances, insurrections and other attempts
of the same character were purely questions of internal order and only concerned the Govern-
ments of the countries in which they occurred. It was for the States to take the necessary
measures.

It was impossible for the exporter to ascertain the exact destination of the consignments
of arms. Moreover, commercial secrecy would render any enquiries in this direction some-
what delicate. Any information furnished by the parties interested with a view to obtaining
a licence would naturally be tendencious. In his view, the avoidance of disturbances and
insurrections would not be secured by applying a system of licences to arms in Category II.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), in reply to a question of M. Parra-Perez, explained that the endorse-
ment to which he referred would precede the export declaration.

Commander MARIASEVITCH (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes) endorsed what
had been said by the Delegates of the British Empire and of Esthonia. His Government
favoured the principle of a rigorous supervision of arms in Category II.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America), replying to a question by M. Parra-Perez,
explained that the United States Government intended to ensure in the following manner
the pacific object of the despatch of arms in Category II authorised by the United States
Government: the Ministry for Foreign Affairs would supply the Customs Authorities at the
ports with lists of countries in a state of insurrection or likely to become so. The Customs
Authorities would consider both the destination and the quantity of the articles and refuse to
allow suspicious cargoes to be loaded. Should the despatch be considered of too great an
importance it would be submitted to the same formalities as cargoes of arms in Category I.
The United States of America had the greatest desire to co-operate in drawing up a really
efficacious Convention. The amendment which it had proposed did not seem to be in any
way contrary to the principles already adopted. In the view of the United States Delegation,
although it was necessary on the one part to suppress, as far as possible, the illicit traffic, they
must also be careful not to interfere with legitimate commerce in munitions. It should not
be forgotten in this respect that the United States possess no State munition factories, and
they depend for the supply of necessary arms for national defence on private manufacturers,
in the legitimate interests of whom no interference could be made.

The Swedish and Italian proposals deserved examination, and for his part, the Delegate
of the United States of America would study them with the greatest attention.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) noted with satisfaction the last declaration by the Delegate
of the United States of America.

In reply to Colonel Fraikin (Belgium) the speaker observed that he had never said that
the Belgian Delegate was the representative of the manufacturers. It was quite true that
Belgium, in regard to the object under discussion in this Committee, had entirely legitimate
interests to safeguard.

As to the remark of the Italian Delegate on the difficulty there would be in compiling
statistics of export and import in regard to the exportation of arms in Categories I and II,
this might be surmounted by publishing under the various headings on a single table the
importations referring to both categories without distinction.

The proposal of the Swedish Delegate seemed to the speaker to be an excellent basis for
compromise.

M. DE TUGNY (France) said that he could not approve a system of formalities which would
imply that it was the exporter who was responsible and for that reason he must resist the
whole of the proposals of the United States as well as those of M. Hennings, since Cate-
gory II also included arms possessing some military value. Again, the consular endorsement
proposed by M. Hennings would be difficult to obtain if the Consuls had not received instruc-
tions in regard to each separate consignment. Finally, if licences were not to be required
there would be no further object in the special statistics which it had been proposed to base
upon them.
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Colonel FRAIKIN (Belgium) thought that the great majority of disturbances in different
parts of the world, in particular in the Riff, were fomented not by means of arms in Category
II but of arms, ammunition and war material disposed of by the Governments. It was for
that reason that Belgium had asked the different countries to renounce this source of profit.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), referring to the remarks of the French Delegate, said that,
although his proposal did not render the approval of the exporter an essential condition, it did
nothing to exclude it; what he had in mind was that they should not insert an obligation but
should leave everyone free to continue the procedure which was customary.

The Committee decided to adjourn taking a decision on the subject of Article 6 in order to
permit the Delegates of the United States of America, the British Empire and France to confer
with a view to arriving at an agreement.

44. Examination of Article 7 (a) and of the Amendments relating thereto.

The CHAIRMAN observed that the proposal submitted by the Belgian Delegation and
amended by the Venezuelan Delegate read as follows:

"The High Contracting Parties undertake to prohibit the importation and
transport of arms, munitions and implements of war which are subject to licence,
coming from countries which have not adhered to the present Convention, unless
they are destined for the use of their own Government (in the case of the first Cate-
gory) or are imported with an authorisation (in the case of the second Category). "

It had been agreed to omit the words " and transport " nd to add a second paragraph
worded as follows:

" The High Contracting Parties undertake to give the same publicity to exports
effected in this manner as is provided in Article 8. "

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) said that, although he personally agreed with the principle
of this proposal, he must await the instructions of his Government before expressing a definite
opinion. The speaker thought it would be necessary to adopt two slight amendments.
He proposed that the commencement of the Article should be redrafted in the following
manner:

" The High Contracting Parties undertake to prohibit the importation of arms,
munitions and implements of war, the exportation of which is regulated by the present
Convention, coming from countries which have not adhered to the present Convention,
unless they are imported under the same conditions as would have applied had they
been exported under the provisions of the present Convention. 

Further, the words " unless they were intended for the use of their own Government"
might, with advantage, be replaced by a more general expression " unless they had been
imported under the same conditions that would have applied for their export in conformity
with the provisions of the present Convention ".

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) was in favour of the clause regarding publicity
proposed by the Swedish Delegate. In regard to the rest of the amendment, the speaker
would have preferred that its examination should be adjourned to a future meeting in order
to enable him to confer on this subject with the other members of his Delegation.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) repeated the point of view of his Delegation, which was
that, so far as concerned the items in Category I, the provisions of the Venezuelan amendment
were already to be found in Article 3. As regardsitems in Category II, he had already explained
that in Brazil no imports could be effected except through the agency of the Government.
In these circumstances the Venezuelan amendment did not appear to have much object, at any
rate for Brazil.

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela) explained that his amendment was intended more particularly
to cover consignments coming from non-signatory Powers, and the latter were not mentioned
in Article 3.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as Delegate for Norway, thought that the Venezuelan amend-
ment was necessary, for the reasons just given by the Vice-Chairman. It provided a solution
for the question of imports of arms into countries bordering on non-adhering States.

The Committee decided to adjourn the decision on Article VII (b) to a future meeting.

45. Nomination of the Rapporteur.

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN, M. GUERIN (Netherlands) was appointed Rapporteur
of the Committee.
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NINTH MEETING

Held on Wednesday, May 27th, 1925, at 4 p.m.

Chairman : Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

46. Adoption of Article 6.

After a short discussion, the Committee adopted, with a few drafting amendments, the
text proposed by the British, French, Swedish and United States Delegations, paragraph 3
of the British amendment being inserted as an addition to Article 6. The latter Article was
therefore adopted in the following form, subject to a reservation, which was unanimously
adopted by the Committee, to the effect that " machine pistols of all calibres which now appear
in paragraph 1 of Category II of the first Article of the Draft Convention should be included
in Category I in the final text ":

"Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 7, arms and munitions in Cate-
gory II shall be exported under licence, or, at tle option of the exporting country,
under export declaration issued or endorsed by or filed with competent authorities
of the exporting country. In either case the visa of a duly authorised representa-
tive of the Government of the importing country must be obtained before permission
is given to export these arms or munitions.

It is understood that neither procedure necessarily places any responsibility on the
Government of the exporting country with regard to the destination or ultimate use of
each consignment; provided, nevertheless, that the High Contracting Parties undertake
to determine from the size, destination and other circumstances of each consignment
whether these arms and munitions are intended for purposes which would be illicit
under the Convention. If such is the case, the High Contracting Parties undertake
that these shipments shall become subject to Articles 2 to 4.

" The High Contracting Parties agree, moreover, to give similar publicity as
to the arms and munitions in Category II which may be exported from or imported
into their territory as is provided in the case of arms and munitions of Category I.

" Arms and ammunition in Category III may, if the exporting country so desires,
be exported without licence, except to countries placed in the special zone, submitted
to the provisions of Article 7.

47. Continuation of the Discussion on Article 7 (a). (See Section 44.)

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) said he had examined this amendment with the
greatest attention. However, as he had not yet received instructions for which he had asked
from his Government, he would abstain from voting on the text proposed by the Venezuelan
Delegation.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) approved of the principle of this amendment but wished the
text to be amended in the following manner: " The High Contracting Parties undertake to
prohibit the importation of arms, munitions and implements of war the exportation of which
is regulated by the present Convention from countries not adhering to the Convention, unless
they should have been imported under the same conditions as if they had been exported in
conformity with the provisions of the present Convention ".

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) and Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) stated that,
although they abstained from voting, they were in favour of the clause regarding publicity
contained in the Venezuelan amendment.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) thought that, though the wording of the British Delegation's
amendment was rather complicated, its substance was none the less admirable; whereas the
Venezuelan amendment, which appeared to him more clearly worded, was open to the objection
that it would impose a stricter regime for non-adhering than for adhering countries as regards
the trade in arms.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking in his capacity as Norwegian Delegate, said that this argument
should help to induce the States to sign the Convention.

The text of the Venezuelan amendment was put to the vote and adopted by four votes to three,
with several abstentions, with a clause laying down that the same publicity should be given to
these importations as the importations provided for in Article 3, paragraph 6, of the Draft
Convention.
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48. Continuation of the Discussion on Article 3. (See Section 17.)

The CHAIRMAN communicated the following note by the Secretariat on the present form
of Article 3:

"The new texts of Article 3 so far agreed are as follows:
"For paragraphs 2 and 3, read:

" A. That an order in writing signed or endorsed by a representative of the
importing Government duly authorised to act within the purview of thisArticle shall
have been presented to the competent authorities of the exporting country. It shall
state that the arms, ammunition and implements of war to be exported are required
for delivery to the acquiring Government for its own use."

"For paragraph 4, read:
"B. - Permission to export will be given by a licence. An export declaration,

if filed with and authorised by the competent authorities of the exporting State, may
take the place of a licence.

"Such export licence or export declaration must contain:
1. A description sufficient for the identification of the arms, ammunition

and implements of war to which it relates, including the number of pieces and
their weight.

2. The name of the exporter.
3. The name of the importing Government. "

"For paragraph 5, read:
"C. - A document, which must be either the licence or export declaration or

a certified copy thereof or a certificate issued by the Customs Authorities of the export-
ing country, stating that the consignment is exported under licence or export declara-
tion in accordance with the provisions of this Article, shall accompany each separate
consignment which crosses the frontier of the exporting country, whether by land,
water or air. "

"This is not the whole of the new paragraph 5. A final sentence still under consideration
reads as follows:

"This document shall contain, besides the particulars specified in paragraph B
above, also the following particulars: ports of shipment and discharge, means of
transport, intended route and destination (including last port or station of consign-
ment), and the name and address of the consignee."

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Committee would have to give its opinion on the provisions
of the last sentence of paragraph C.

M. MITANI (Japan) proposed that they should simply omit this last sentence, since the
General Committee had not accepted Article 5, which provided for investigations in connection
with arms and transit.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) supported the suggestion of the Japanese Delegate. The
speaker thought that the text of paragraph C should contain the stipulations required. The
first sentence might be amended in the following manner: " A document containing the above
details and which should be either the license or the export declaration or a certified true copy ".

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) observed that he had already objected to the proposal
that the document which was to accompany the consignment should contain the same details
as the licence. In his view, it was only necessary that this document should make it possible
to identify the consignment.

The Committee adopted paragraph C, which had been drafted by the Secretariat and was intended
to replace paragraph 5 of Article 3 of the Draft Convention with the addition proposed by the
British Delegate, the last sentence - " This document should contain, besides the information
required in paragraph B, etc. " - being omitted.

It decided to refer to the Co-ordination Committee the task of making clause 3 of paragraph B
conform to these decisions :

" This export licence or export declaration should contain :

3. The name of the importing Government ".
It being understood that the importer was not necessarily a Government.

It also decided, on the proposal of M. MITANI (Japan), as amended by M. GUERIN (Nether-
lands), not to include the clause regarding the translation into one -of the five official languages
of all documents accompanying such despatch of arms, except in so far as concerned despatches
into the special zones.

This last decision would be referred to the Co-ordination Committee.
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49. Declarations by the British Delegate on the Report of the Statistical Committee which
had been instructed to prepare a Draft of Paragraph 6 of Article 3. (See Annex 11,
page 755.)

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) stated that he disagreed with the majority of the Committee
in regard to the method adopted for deciding on the headings of the statistics. The situation,
as they had found it was that categories of arms, ammunition and implements of war had already
been drawn up by the Military Committee. His own idea had been to group the articles within
the categories in a practical manner, which would facilitate the preparation of the statistics,
the method of grouping being submitted for the approval of the military experts. Nothing
of the sort had been done. They had purely and simply adopted the categories of the Military
Committee - a course which, both from a statistical and from a Customs point of view,
would involve immense trouble and very little practical result.

Moreover, Category I did not contain a complete list of " arms, ammunition and appliances
exclusively designed and intended for land use and aerial warfare ". He himself had therefore
recommended the adoption of a general heading to include any items which had not been speci-
fied, as well as certain others of minor importance which appeared in the lists. He would,
moreover, have preferred to see component parts of rifles mentioned separately, as well as
those of cannon and machine-guns.

He added that he felt grave doubts as to Customs officials being able to distinguish clearly
between all these items, and he questioned whether the conclusions of the majority were
really capable of acceptance. He therefore requested that a passage should be inserted in
the report pointing out that the British Delegation disagreed with the conclusions. The views
of his Delegation were set forth in the counter-proposal which they had made, and he reserved
its right to re-open the discussion on this question at a later stage.

50. British Counter-proposal as to the headings of the Statistics.

CATEGORY I.

"All arms, ammunition and appliances which are or shall be comprised in the
equipment of the armed forces of any State and which have been exclusively designed
and intended for land, sea or aerial warfare, as well as all arms and ammunition which,
after having been employed in the service of any State, are no longer part of their
equipment but remain capable of being utilised for military purposes to the exclusion
of any other utilisation, namely:

" 1. Rifles, muskets, carbines (number)
"2. (a) Automatic rifles and machine-guns (number)

(b) Mountings for machine-guns (weight)
(c) Interrupter gears (number)

"3. Projectiles and ammunition for the arms enumerated in paragraphs 1
and 2 (number)

" 4. (a) Cannon, long or short, of a calibreless than 6 in. (155 mm.) (number)
(b) Cannon, long or short, of a calibre of 6 in. (155 mm.) or above (number)
(c) Mortars of all kinds (number)
(d) Their carriages, mountings, recuperators, accessories for mounting

(weight)
" 5. Projectiles and ammunition for the arms enumerated in paragraph 4

(number and weight)
"6. (a) Grenades, bombs, land mines, submarine-mines, fixed or floating

depth charges (number and weight)
(b) Torpedoes (number and weight)

"7. Bayonets (number)
"8. Tanks (number)
" 9. Component parts, completely finished, of the following articles, if

capable of being utilised only in the assembly, repair or as spare parts of the
said articles:

(a) Rifles, muskets and carbines (weight)
(b) Machine-guns (weight)
(c) Cannon and mortars (weight)

" 10. All other articles in Category I, including gun-sighting apparatus
(including aerial-gunsights and bomb sights), fire-control apparatus; apparatus
for the discharge of all kinds of projectiles (including bombs, torpedoes, depth
charges), appliances for the above arms and apparatus and component parts,
completely finished, of all the articles in Category I, not separately distinguished
in paragraph 9, if capable of being utilised only in the assembly, repair or as
spare parts for the said articles (weight). "

42
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51. Discussion of the Report of the Statistical Committee (Annex 11, page 755).

Major DE CARVALHO (Chairman of the Statistical Committee) read the first section of the
report. He said that the Committee had decided to group all component parts together at the
end of the list, owing to the difficulty which Customs officials would find in distinguishing
between the items to which these parts belonged.

M. MAGNAN (France) thought it essential that the terminology used in the categories,
in the licences and export declarations, and in the statistics provided for by the Convention
should be absolutely identical. The military experts had been of the same opinion, and they
had consented, in agreement with the Committee, to an arrangement of headings correspond-
ing to that adopted within the categories.

The Committee adopted the first Section of the Report of the Statistical Committee, taking note
of the reservations of the British delegate in regard to : (a) the possibility of applying the system
of statistics drawn up (b) on heading 12 of the enumeration of the arms, munitions and imple-
ments of war in Category I.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) reserved his decision in regard to the object of
the present discussion, as he had not yet received instructions from his Government.

The Rapporteur was instructed to insert in the text to be prepared the recommendation
made by the Committee -that is to say, that " the list drawn up by the military experts should
be adopted, it being, nevertheless, understood that the component parts grouped under a single
heading by the military experts should, in the statistics to be published, be mentioned under
the various headings to which they applied ".

Major DE CARVALHO read the second section of the report.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) said that, as there was no question of either accepting or rejecting
a principle but simply of undertaking to carry out certain work within a rigidly fixed time-
limit, the Italian Delegation was compelled to make every reservation in regard both to the
quarterly period allowed for the preparation of the statistical returns and to the maximum
time-limit of two months within which the returns were to be published.

The question whether it would be possible, in practice, for the competent Italian authorities
to comply with these requirements of the Draft Convention and to eliminate all causes of error
in so short a period would depend on the results of careful enquiries, which the Italian
Government would not fail to undertake. These difficulties, and the necessity of eliminating
any possibility of uncertainty, had already been under consideration, and it was for that
reason that the Italian Delegation had made its proposal, which had not been adopted by the
Customs Committee, for a single annual publication of the statistics.

The Italian Delegation desired to draw the attention of the Customs Committee to the
following point. Even if it should be found that the work involved by paragraph 6 of Article 3
could be carried out with the requisite accuracy, and if the unified system of statistical
nomenclature for the trade in arms and ammunition should be considered acceptable, the
Italian Delegation would, nevertheless, be unable to commit itself to any obligation in regard
to ordinary commercial statistics. In the case of the latter, they could not accept any
modifications which had not been very carefully considered.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would take note of Colonel Zugaro's reservation
and that it would be recorded in the minutes.

The Committee approved Section 2 of the Report of the Statistical Committee.

Major DE CARVALHO read Section 3 of the report.

The Committee approved Section 3 of the Report of the Statistical Committee.

Major DE CARVALHO read Section 4 of the report, which left it to the Committee to
decide whether the returns should show not only the number and value of the goods but also
their weight.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) and Mr. MARKER (British Empire) thought that a uniform method
of designation should be laid down once for all in respect of each item ; this would show the
authorities who had to prepare the statistics whether they ought to give the number or the weight
of the items in question.

M. MAGNAN (France) thought that specifications of this kind would be useless, since, in
any statistical table containing columns for number, as well as for weight and for value, these
particulars would always be given, without any special instructions to that effect being neces-
sary.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) explained that, owing to shortness of time, the Committee
had been unable to study the question deeply.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) saw no objection to the course recommended by the delegates
for. the British Empire and for Italy, and he thought that it would simplify the statistical tables.
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The CHAIRMAN, speaking in his personal capacity, said that he gladly endorsed the view
of the Swedish delegate. Could they not adopt the specifications given in brackets in the British
counter-proposal ?

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) said that there was no objection in principle to this
method. The specifications in the British counter-proposal were open to numerous criticisms
as regards their details. For instance, they required machine-gun mountings to be scheduled
by weight, shells by number, carriages and mountings by weight, etc. He did not regard this
as a practical method of indicating the size of consignments of arms containing the items
in question.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) pointed out that, though some details might require modification,
the method was nevertheless a good one. It was necessary, if they desired to combine the most
complete uniformity in the statistical data with the greatest possible clearness in the tables,
to determine what specification was to be given in the case of each individual item.

M. MAGNAN (France) said that the discussion had clearly shown how difficult it would be
for their Committee to determine the specifications, since, in many cases they must depend
upon purely military considerations.

The Committee decided that " the returns should show the quantity, i.e., the number, the
weight and the value ; the latter should be the declared value, as shown in the certificates, the
licence or the declaration made by the exporter ".

On the motion of M. HENNINGS (Sweden), the Committee decided to appoint a Drafting
Sub-Committee, consisting of M. MAGNAN (France), Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil), and Mr.
MARKER (British Empire), to draw up model forms for the Return in question.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) read Sections 5 and 6 of the report.

The Committee adopted Sections 5 and 6 of the report of the Statistical Committee.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) read Section 7 of the report.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) wished to point out that they had unanimously agreed
on the two reservations to be made in regard to the general clauses concerning the importation
and exportation and re-exportation of arms, munitions and implements of war. The first
applied to the question of transit which should not in any way be considered as forming the
object of the provisions provided for importation, exportation or re-exportation. The second
concerned small arms (armes de poche) which, although they might not be brought across a
frontier without a licence being obtained, should not, however, appear in the statistical returns.

The CHAIRMAN thought that both these reservations ought to be referred to the Co-ordi-
nation Committee.

The Committee adopted this proposal.

52. Consideration of the Resolution of the Council of the League of Nations, dated March
11th, 1925, as to the Standardisation of Statistics.

The CHAIRMAN drew the attention of the Committee to the following resolution, which
was adopted by the Council at its meeting on March 11, 1925:

"The Council decides to invite the Governments which will take part in the
Conference for the Control of the International Trade in Arms, Munitions and Imple-
ments of War, which will meet in Geneva on May 4th, 1925, to undertake the study
of the question of statistical information so that they may, if possible, give to their
delegates the necessary instructions and powers in order that the question of the
standardisation of nomenclature and statistical systems for the trade in arms,
munitions and implements of war may be usefully discussed at the said Conference."

The CHAIRMAN declared that account had been taken of this resolution in the conclusions
of the report prepared by the Statistical Committee.

53. Examination of Article 8.

The following document, which had been approved and referred to the Customs Committee
by the General Committee, was then read :

" Resolution adopted on May 18th, 1925, by the Committee entrusted with the
Examination of the Question of the Central International Office.

" The Committee appointed by the General Committee for the study of the Inter-
national office mentioned in Article 8 of the Draft Convention is unanimously of
opinion:

" (1) That the control of the International trade rests on a system of licenses
or export declarations and publicity;
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"(2) That this system can be applied by ensuring a periodical and uniform
publication of returns of all exports and imports under control made by the High
Contracting Parties, as well as of all other documents relating to trade in arms
which the Competent Committees may consider should be published;

" (3) That in these conditions it would appear superfluous to create an
international office.

" If the General Commission adopt this principle, it might refer to its
competent committees the study of any amendments of form or substance to the
text which this principle might imply. "

The Committee decided to make the alterations entailed by this resolution in paragraph 6
of Article 3.

54. Preparation of a Model Form of Licence.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy), M. HENNINGS (Sweden) and Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil)
thought t tht there was no longer any reason to retain the model form of licence appearing in the
Draft Convention, since the statistical information which had to be given would now be based
not upon the licences but upon the actual movements of arms, ammunitions and implements
of war.

M. MAGNAN (France) agreed with this view, but nevertheless thought that they should
lay down a certain minimum of information to be given in the licences, since the latter would
be the only basis of the special statistics.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) proposed to include the indications laid down
in paragraph B of Article 3 (see Section 48).

M. MAGNAN (France) said that he agreed.

It was decided to adopt this course.

55. Special Provision as regarded Sportsmen crossing a Frontier.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) asked if they could not make provision in this
Convention for a stipulation enabling sportsmen crossing a frontier to take their arms with
them with a minimum of formality.

The CHAIRMAN requested the Rapporteur to consider the question and to submit suggestions
thereon.

56. British Amendment to Article 7 (second paragraph).

In view of the latest decisions regarding the publicity to be given to licences issued under
the Convention, and having regard to the fact that it had been decided not to create a central
office, the amendment to Article 7 submitted by the British delegation at the beginning of the
Conference had ceased to have any object, and it was therefore decided not to discuss it.

TENTH MEETING

Held on Thursday, May 28th, 1925, at 5 p.m.

Chairman : Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

57. Communication from the Geographical Committee.

The CHAIRMAN announced that he had received the following communication from the
Chairman of the Geographical Committee:

" At its meeting of the day before, the Geographical Committee had continued
to examine page 3 of the Draft Convention, taking as a basis for the discussion the
amended text proDosed bv the British Delegation.
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"The Committee decided that they should take the opinion of the Customs
Committee on the following paragraph of the British draft:

"' (a) In the case of those parts of the special zones which are under the
jurisdiction or tutelage of one of the High Contracting Powers, the authorities
of the exporting country shall, before granting an export licence, satisfy them-
selves that the arms, ammunition and implements of war or aircraft or their
component parts for which such licence is requested are intended for a proper
purpose and not for disposal in any way contrary to the objects of this Conven-
tion, and that the authorities of the country under whose tutelage the importing
country stands are prepared to admit their entry';

"As well as the following amendment submitted by the Belgian delegation and
intended to be substituted for the last clause of the above-mentioned paragraph:

"' The licences granted shall be communicated to the Governments under
whose tutelage the country stands to which the arms, munitions and imple-
ments of war are to be despatched before the exportation of such arms, ammu-
nition and implements of war. '

" The Committee decided, as to the principle, to suppress in the original text
of the British amendment the following words : " and not for disposal in any way
contrary to the objects of this Convention ".

" In the name of the Committee, I have the honour to ask you to be so kind as
to submit this question for the examination of the Customs Committee and to com-
municate to me in due course the results of the study of this matter. "

It was decided to discuss these questions at the next meeting.

58. Examination of the Draft Report.

M. GUERIN (Rapporteur) read the Committee's draft report (see text of report as finally
adopted, Annex 12, page 758).

The CHAIRMAN pointed out, with reference to that part of the report which dealt with
Article 3, paragraph 6, of the Draft Convention, that a passage should be inserted on the subject
of publicity in the case of consignments under Category III. He asked Major de Carvalho
whether the Statistical Committee had considered the question.

Major DE CARVALHO (Chairman of the Statistical Committee) replied that, as the list of
arms in Category III was only given by way of example and was not complete, the Statistical
Committee considered it inexpedient to examine in detail the question of publicity in regard to
the articles in that category.

M. MAGNAN (France) pointed out that as a licence or export declaration would be required
for consignments of arms in special zones, the question arose whether in the case of consignments
to these zones the same publicity would be required whether the arms came under Category III
or under one of the other Categories.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) reminded the Committee that at its meeting on the previous
day it had adopted the following text (Article 6, paragraph 6):

"Arms and munitions in Category III may, if the Government of the exporting
country so desires, be exported without licence except when consigned to countries
placed in the special zone submitted to the provisions of Article 7. "

By simply adding a new clause to Article 3, paragraph 6, they could specify that the same
publicity should be given to consignments of arms, munitions and implements in Category
III exported to the special zones as to consignments of arms in the other categories.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) asked whether in these circumstances all the colonies would
be obliged to draw up import statistics referring to the arms in Category III. It seemed to him
that all the desired publicity would be given in regard to this despatch of arms by means of the
export statistics alone.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Rapporteur and Secretariat be:asked to consider what
final form should be given to the clause to be added to Article 3, paragraph 6, having regard to
the fact that the Committee had decided that publicity should be given to such exports,
but had not taken any decision as to publicity in the case of imports.

This was agreed to.

.The CHAIRMAN read the passage in the report regarding Article 4 of the Draft Convention,
and pointed out that the Committee had unanimously decided that machine-pistols
should be placed in Category I. The reservations on this subject would be duly noted in
the document.
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Colonel ZUGARO (Italy), referring to the last paragraph of the part of the report which dealt
with Article 6 of the Convention, stated that his Delegation was prepared, if the Committee
wished, to accept the following amended text : " The Italian Delegation reserved the right
to raise before the General Committee the question of publicity of export and import of some
of the arms in Category II " ; the last clause - " in view of the difficulties which it would
cause to the various States " - would thus be omitted.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) wished to point out that as far as concerned the part of the
report referring to Article 7 (a), a certain amount of confusion existed when the text of this
Article had been voted upon. Two drafts for the Article had been under consideration.
One was submitted by the Venezuelan Delegate; the other had been presented by himself
and formed an amendment to the first. The regular procedure, in the speaker's opinion,
would have been to put to the vote first the amendment he had proposed and then only the
Venezuelan text. The Delegate of the British Empire did not believe that Article 6, in the
form in which it had been drafted, would be acceptable, because it imposed on States not
adhering to the Convention severer conditions than on those States that did adhere. Diplo-
matic complications might very probably result. In any case it was necessary that it should
be announced that the vote had been adopted by 4 votes to 3, and, moreover, one delegation
had reserved the right to re-open the discussion on this question.

The CHAIRMAN thought that the first point raised by the British Delegate was a matter of
opinion, Two texts had been proposed, of which one, the Venezuelan text, appeared to contain
severer conditions than the other. He personally preferred the Venezuelan text and merely
agreed for the sake of preserving his impartiality to settle the question by taking a vote on
both proposals at once, as he was not thereby required to intervene.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) stated that the minority which had voted against the amendment
submitted by the Vice-Chairman did not thereby imply that they were opposed to the actual
principle of the amendment but merely that they preferred the British text.

The CHAIRMAN summed up the discussion as follows: The Committee had unanimously
agreed to the publicity clause, but two opposing views had been taken as to the system to be
applied to consignments of arms from non-adhering countries. Some delegates were in favour
of restrictive measures, while others preferred a more liberal system. Opinions differed, therefore,
not merely on the text but on the principle itself.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) pointed out that the report stated that " the Article was
adopted by 4 votes to 3 ". He thought that the abstentions should also be mentioned.

M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) did not think his Government could accept Article 6, which con-
tained provisions that were somewhat unfriendly to non-adhering countries, whereas Greece
was on the best of terms with a number of these countries,in regard to both commercial and
diplomatic matters. Nevertheless he supported the publicity clause.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) considered that there was still time to re-open the debate
on the principle of the question. He considered that it would be necessary to give a new deci-
sion, and with a clearer understanding of the conditions, as to the text for Article 7 (a).

The CHAIRMAN replied that the principle of the original Belgian proposal, on which the
Venezuelan amendment was based had been accepted by the General Committee. All that
concerned them, therefore, was to decide upon the most suitable manner of stating this
principle.

M. GUERIN (Rapporteur) pointed out that the Co-ordination Committee had regarded
the text of Article 7 (a), as submitted by the Customs Committee, as definitely fixed. It
would therefore be difficult to alter it.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), though fully realising that it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to re-open the discussion of Article 7 (a), nevertheless asked that they should consider every
possible method of putting this text again to the vote, as it would certainly not obtain the
votes of the whole Customs Committee and would necessarily be re-discussed by the General
Committee.

M. PARRA-PEREZ (Venezuela) stated that the Venezuelan Delegation, when it realised
that its amendment would not be unanimously accepted, had prepared a second text, but
that as certain members preferred the original text it had thought it best not to submit
the new one. He was quite prepared to leave it to the Customs Committee to find a suitable
formula.

The CHAIRMAN stated that they would endeavour to withdraw Article 7 (a) from the
Co-ordination Committee (to which it had been sent), in order to revise it at the next meeting.
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ELEVENTH MEETING

Held on Friday, May 29th, 1925, at 4 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

59. Examination of the Appendixes to the Report.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), referring to Appendix No. IV of Annex 12, page 764, drew the Com-
mittee's attention to the fact that, in the case of a number of articles, they would have to indicate
in the statistical tables both the weight and the value of the consignment. From these two factors
it would be easy to determine, by a simple process of division, the price of the goods per kilogram.
He thought this would be a needless infringement of trade secrecy, which had always been
carefully respected. For the purposes of the Convention it did not appear necessary to know
the value of consignments, or - to put the matter in another way - to know the sums paid
by the various States for arms, munitions and implements of war. In order to obtain an idea
of the extent of the traffic in arms it would be quite sufficient to know the weight or the number
of articles. He therefore proposed, with a view to safeguarding the legitimate interests of the
iawful trade in arms, munitions and implements of war, that the value should not be given
In the statistics of this traffic.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy), in his two-fold capacity as expert and Italian representative,
explained the matter from two points of view.

He pointed out in the first place that it was only possible to obtain a homogeneous total
by adding together the value of all consignments, since they could not possibly add together
articles of different kinds. M. Hennings' wishes could be met, however, by omitting either the
value or the weight. The latter was the solution which the speaker would advocate if the
Committee adopted the Swedish Delegate's views.

He thought that it was most important to know the number of articles exported but
that there was, on the whole, little object in knowing what sums had had to be paid for
them. If they had adopted the system of annual periods, the question of trade secrecywould
have taken an entirely different form ;if the publication of manufacturers' prices were delayed
for a year it could not prove harmful to the trade. As however, they had not decided upon this
course, there was only one possible solution if they accepted M. Hennings' arguments, and that
was to strike out the column showing the weight of the goods in Appendixes Nos. II and III
of Annex 12, page ...

M. MAGNAN (France) agreed with Colonel Zugaro.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) observed that the indication of both the weight and value
was only required for items 3 and 6 in Category I. In the case of these two articles it was
extremely important, in view of the various calibres to which the projectiles and ammunition
concerned might belong, to know in every case the weight of the consignment. It was obvious
that no idea could be formed in regard to the despatch of shells by the simple announcing of
the number of such shells, because they might be of very different sizes They might in this case
dispense with the value in the returns.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) agreed with the Swedish delegate. He was afraid
that his Government would not be able to accept the method of giving both the value and
the weight of certain goods, from which the price per kilo might be deduced too easily. It was
necessary in some way or another to make an abstraction of one of these factors.

M. GUERIN (Netherlands) gave an example showing another difficulty involved by the
publication of values. Supposing that a country which purchased very few arms such as the
Netherlands, only imported one gun, as a pattern, in any one quarter, this single gun would
be entered in the appropriate column of the statistics, and the values column would contain
the price. They would at once realise the harm caused to the exporting factory if the price
of its sample were thus revealed. He therefore asked that, if M. Hennings' proposal were not
adopted, it should be specifically laid down that the tables should not indicate the value of
samples.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) said he would not press his suggestion.

M. MAGNAN (France) proposed, as a compromise, that they should consider in turn all
the articles of which the number, weight and value were to be indicated, and that they should
only require the value and one of the other two data: trade secrecy would thus be preserved.
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The Committee adopted this method with the following specifications
Category I.

article 3 (number).
article 6 (number).
article 8 (a) (number)
article 8 (b) (number).
article 9 (number).

Category IV. (number).

It was agreed that, except in the cases specified below, the value of the goods despatched should
be indicated.

The CHAIRMAN drew the Committee's attention to the proposal of M. Guerin (Netherlands),
that they should not require the value to be given in the case of articles sent as samples.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) observed that it would be practically impossible
for the Customs officials to distinguish between other merchandise and goods forwarded as
samples.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) was in favour of the arguments put forward by the Nether-
lands delegate, and seconded his proposal.

The Committee decided that the value of goods despatched as samples should not be included
in the statistical tables.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) and Mr. MARKER (British Empire) voted against
this decision. Certain other members abstained.

60. Continuation of the Discussion of Article 7 (a).

The CHAIRMAN announced that he Italian Delegation had submitted to the Committee
the following amendment to Article 7 (a) as previously approved.

As regards imports of arms. munitions and implements of war from non-
adhering countries, the High Contracting Parties undertake to publish in the docu-
ment referred to in Article 3, paragraph 6, or separately, a table giving, as far as
possible, the same information as in the case of imports from adhering countries. "

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) thought that the Italian proposal, which only referred to pub-
licity, conflicted with the British amendment, which he himself had accepted. He thought that,
as regards importation formalities, the same regime should be applied to all consignments,
whether from adhering or non-adhering States. He had himself drafted a text, which he desired
to submit to the members of the Committee:

" The High Contracting Parties undertake to subject arms, munitions and
implements covered by Categories I and II, and coming from a country not adhering
to the present Convention, to the same import licence regime and the same publicity
as those to which arms, munitions and implements from an adhering country are
subject. "

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) stated that his sole aim was to find a formula which could be accepted
by all the members of the Committee. His personal opinion, however, was that Article 7 (a) could
very well be dispensed with altogether. It would be somewhat difficult to compel importers to
regulate their relations withTnon-adheringi States by the provisions of the Convention, and
he thought the effect of a clause of this kind might be that a number of States would decide
not to sign the Convention at all.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) thought that the Swedish amendment would give rise to
certain opposition on the part of some of the delegations who were unable to admit the principle
of obliging States not adhering to the Convention to fulfil the same formalities as the signatory
States in regard to the despatch of arms to an importing Government which had adhered to
the Convention.

M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) drew attention to the defects of the regime, which would be estab-
lished by the Venezuelan amendment. He cited the case of a signatory Power desiring to
obtain arms from a non-adhering country in which it had no Consul or duly accredited agent.
The Power in question could not possibly fulfil the formalities provided for the in Convention,
nor could it compel the exporting Power to comply with the requirements of the Convention.
Moreover, as regards exports to non-signatory States, countries in the same position would
be much more favourably situated than adhering States, since they would have no formalities
to fulfil. He therefore proposed the adoption of the Italian amendment, which had the advan-
tage of referring to publicity alone, but he suggested that the words " as far as possible " should
be deleted.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) said he was prepared to accept the Italian amend-
ment on condition that the first part of the sentence should be amended in the following
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manner " for the importation of arms, ammunition and implements of war in Categories I
and II from . ".

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) stated that, as the majority of the Committee appeared to be
in favour of the Italian proposal, he would withdraw his proposal, though he still preferred it.

M. MAGNAN (France), referring to the Greek Delegate's suggestion to delete the words
" as far as possible ", thought it would probably be difficult to ensure the same publicity
for imports of arms from non-signatory States as for arms purchased in an adhering country,
since, in the former case, they would be without the particulars contained in the licence. For
his part he would prefer these words to be retained.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) and Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China) agreed with the French
Delegate.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) stated that, in principle, he was opposed to the adoption
of Article 7 (a), but if they decided to include it in the Convention he thought they must keep
the words " as far as possible ".

61. Adoption of Article 7 (a).

The Committee adopted Article 7 (a) in the following form:

" In regard to the importation of arms, ammunition and implements of war in
Categories I and II from countries not adhering to the Convention, the High Con-
tracting Parties undertake to publish in the document laid down in paragraph 6 of
Article 3, or separately, a table showing as far as possible the same information as
in the case of such importation from countries adhering to the Convention."

The Rapporteur was instructed to explain the manner in which the words " as far as possible "
were to be interpreted.

62. Examination of Article 8, Paragraph (a), of the British Proposals (Annex I, page 727)
and the (Belgian) Amendment thereto (see Section 57).

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Geographical Committee had referred to the Customs
Committee Article 8, paragraph (a) proposed by the British Delegation, together with the
Belgian amendment to be substituted for the last sentence of the paragraph in question, namely:

" The licences granted shall be communicated to the Governments under whose
tutelage the country stands to which the arms, munitions and implements of war
are to be despatched before the exportation of such arms, ammunition and imple-
ments of war.

The Geographical Committee stated that it had decided to omit the following words in
the British text : " and not for disposal in any way contrary to the objects of this Convention "

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) said he was unable to accept the Belgian amendment to the
text he had proposed, because it established a derogation to the principle which was the basis
of Articles 2 to 6 of the Draft Convention. It would seem, in fact, from the terms of the Belgian
amendment that they would depart, in the case of despatches to a destination within the special
zones, from the system of preliminary authorisation given by the importing Government.
The stipulations provided in the Belgian text were, in particular, contrary to the provisions
in Article 6, which had just been adopted.

The British Delegate asked if, in these circumstances, the Belgian Delegate would maintain
his proposal.

M. GUERIN (Netherlands) observed that, if they adopted a system by which authorisation
would have to be obtained in advance from the Governments exercising tutelage, the exporter
would in every case have to secure the agreement of three parties - namely, the exporting
Government, the importing Government, and the Government exercising tutelage over the
territory into which arms were to be imported. This would, in his opinion, be far from easy.

M. DUPRIEZ (Belgium) thought that in practice it would be impossible for the exporting
Government to secure the consent of the mandatory or colonial Power.

In what form would this consent be given ? Could a Consul undertake to notify the export-
ing Government ? If not, would the latter have to apply to the mother-country ? Would it
reply, and within what period ? Paragraph (a) of the British text would simply have the
effect of preventing any arms being imported into a colony or mandated territory from any
country other than the colonising or mandatory Power.

He thought that the precaution embodied in the Belgian amendment, by which the Govern-
ment exercising tutelage would be informed that a licence had been granted, was amply suffi-
cient, at any rate for the consignments under consideration.
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DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) drew attention to the following sentence in Article 8, para-
graph (a), of the British proposals:

"The authorities of the exporting country shall, before granting an export licence,
satisfy themselves that the arms, ammunition, implements of war or aircraft or their
component parts for which such licence is requested are intended for a proper purpose
and not for disposal in any way contrary to the objects of this Convention."

He asked what were the formalities that the British Government had in mind for the
purpose of so satisfying themselves.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the British text referred not only to the first and second
but to all categories of arms, munitions and implements of war.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) thought it would be simpler not to issue the licence until authorisa-
tion had been obtained from the Power exercising tutelage. If this authorisation were
refused after the licence had been granted, the exporting Government would have to revoke its
decision.

M. DUPRIEZ (Belgium) pointed out to the Italian Delegate that the licences referred to
in the Belgian amendment, although they might in theory apply to all categories of arms,
would, in practice, only cover consignments of Category III, applications for which would
be made not by Governments but by private individuals. Arms coming under the first two
Categories would be exported under the conditions laid down in Chapter II, but in practice
the only importing Governments would be those of the mother-countries or Mandatory Powers,
which, according to Article 24, would not be subject to any formality. The only licences
which could actually be applied for would cover small consignments to traders in arms,
or single articles of negligible importance carried by travellers for their personal protection.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) said that he opposed the Belgian amendment only in so far
as it concerned the exportation of arms in Categories I and II. In the light of M. Dupriez's
declaration, the question appeared to be quite different. The British Delegate asked that
he should be given an opportunity of consulting the other members of his Delegation. He
announced that Great Britain already possessed a system comparable to that which had
been proposed. Experience had shown that in any case it was better to ensure beforehand
the consent of the Government in question in order that the consignment should not be
stopped at the frontier.

DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) and M. HENNINGS (Sweden) pointed out that Article 8.
did not state clearly that its provisions only applied to Category III.

M. DUPRIEZ (Belgium) drew the Committee's attention to the beginning of Article 8: " The
High Contracting Parties undertake, each in so far as the territory under its jurisdiction is
concerned, to prohibit the import without licence . . into the special zones, etc. . .

Unless the arms were exported by the mother-country itself, arms of the first or second
Category, did not come into question here, since they were never exported without licence.
Moreover, as regards the responsibility incurred by the exporter, there was a discrepancy
between Article 6, which stated, " neither procedure (the export declarations or licences for
Category II) shall impose any responsibility upon the Government of the exporting coun-
try . . . ", and Article 8, which stated that " the authorities of the exporting country
shall satisfy themselves...."

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) proposed that allusion should not be made in Article 8,
paragraph (a), to the arms in Categories I and II and that these articles should expressly deal
only with those in Category III.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) and DJEMIL SELMAN Bey (Turkey) agreed with the British
Delegate's suggestion.

The CHAIRMAN asked the British Delegate to prepare a text to this effect and submit
it at the next meeting.

63. Examination of Article 8, Paragraph (d), of the British Proposals (Annex 1, page 727).

The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee that the Geographical Committee had referred
to it for examination Article 8, paragraph (d), of the British proposals - namely " The issue
of licences to import arms, munitions, implements of war or aircraft or their component parts
shall be subject to such regulations as the authorities of the importing country may from time
to time prescribe."

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) announced that, in consequence of an amendment moved
by the Japanese Delegation concerning the importation and transit of these goods, the British
Delegation did not consider it necessary to maintain its own amendment.
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TWELFTH MEETING

Held on Saturday, May 30th, 1925, at 11 a.m.

Chairman: Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

64. Continuation of Discussion on Article 8 (a) of the British Proposals (Annex 1, page 727).
(See Section 62.)

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that at the meeting on the previous day it had
instructed the British Delegate to draft a text to be added to the last sentence of paragraph (a)

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) explained that it was desired to find a formula which would
lay down precisely what was the responsibliity incurred by the Government of the exporting
country in the case of a despatch of arms in Category III to a destination within the special
zones.

The British Delegate, in view of the observations of certain members of that Committee
who did not desire that the Government of the exporting country should have any formal
responsibility with regard to the destination of the despatch of arms in Category III, had
therefore drawn up the following text, which was to be added to the last part of the sentence
" are disposed to admit their entrance" :

" Nevertheless in the case of articles in Category III, it shall be sufficient, as far
as concerns the responsibility of the exporting country, that a copy of the licence
should be transmitted before the despatch to the Government of the country under
whose tutelage the importing country stands."

This formula did not lay down that these articles must necessarily be admitted for impor-
tation by the Government receiving a copy of the licence. On the contrary, such Government
was always at liberty to accept or to refuse the consignment. In most cases it would be pre-
ferable to ensure, before making the despatch, that the Government under whose tute-
lage the country stood would consent to such importation. This would avoid the inconve-
niences of a consignment being turned back at the frontier.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) asked what was the use of sending a copy of the licence to the
Government exercising tutelage if they despatched the consignment without waiting for that
Government to authorise importation.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) replied that, if a Government under whose tutelage a country
stood were informed of the arrival of the despatch, it could immediately take all the necessary
precautions to facilitate the entrance of these goods into the territory administered by it.

Colonel ZUGARO (Italy) assumed from what the British Delegate had said that in any case
the Government of the exporting country would not be obliged to wait until the Government
of the importing country had sent it a document of some kind notifying its consent.

The Committee approved the text proposed by the British Delegate.

Article 8 (a) of the Draft Convention was therefore drawn up as follows:
" In the case of those parts of the special zones which are under the jurisdiction

or tutelage of one of the High Contracting Parties, the authorities of the exporting
country shall, before granting the export licence, satisfy themselves that the arms,
munitions, implements of war or aircraft or their component parts for which such
licence is requested are intended for a proper purpose, and that the authorities of the
country under whose tutelage the importing country stands are prepared to admit
their entry. Nevertheless, in the case of articles in Category III, it shall be sufficient
as far as concerns the responsibility of the exporting country, that a copy of the
licence should be transmitted, before the despatch to the Government of the country
under whose tutelege the importing country stands. "

65. Examination of the Part of the Report dealing with Article 7 (a) (Annex 12, page 76).

M. GUERIN (Rapporteur), read the part of the report in question.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), referring to the following passage: "' but that it also gives adhering
countries an advantage by eliminating the competition of non-adhering countries ", thought
that it overstated the case and that it would be more accurate to say " but that it also
imposes upon the trade of non-adhering countries a stricter regime than that in the case of
exporting countries adhering to the Convention ".

The Committee approved this amendment.
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M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) pointed out that, as the Chairman himself had said, the
Venezuelan amendment would introduce an exceptional measure as regards consignments of
arms of non-adhering countries.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) considered that the reasons why the text providing only
for the publicity of these consignments had been preferred to the Venezuelan amendment did
not appear sufficiently clear from the report of the Committee. It seemed to him that this
could be more clearly expressed.

The Committee approved the observations of the British Delegate and instructed the Rappor-
teur to insert a passage giving the reasons why the present text of Article 7 (a) had been adopted
in preference to the text proposed by the Venezuelan Delegate.

66. Arms, Ammunition and Implements of War re-exported from a Colony or Mandated
Territory.

M. MAGNAN (France) observed that they had not yet considered the case of goods imported
into colonies or mandated territories in order to be re-exported, and he asked whether it was
agreed that such goods could be re-exported under the same conditions as if they were in the
territory of the mother-country. If that was the view taken by the Customs Committee, he
was ready to accede to it, but it would surely be desirable to have the point explicitly provided
for in the Convention.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) explained that the general question of the relations of a
Power with its colonies had already been discussed. The present difficulty depended on the
point to be determined - whether it was possible to oblige all colonies not adhering to the
Convention to conform with its stipulations.

M. MAGNAN (France) explained that he was not referring to territories such as the British
Dominions, which had a certain measure of political and economic autonomy, but colonies
which came under the customs regime of the mother-country. He thought that the system of
licences should apply to such colonies in the same way as to the mother-country itself.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden), M. MITANI (Japan) and M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) agreed with the
French Delegate, as they considered that publicity was necessary in the case of such
consignments of arms.

The CHAIRMAN requested the French Delegate in view of the legal nature of the question,
to submit the point to the competent Committee.

M. MAGNAN (France) agreed.

THIRTEENTH MEETING.

Held on Saturday, May 30th, 1925, at 4 p.m.

Chairman: Dr. C. LANGE (Norway).

67. Examination of Article 10 of the Draft Convention.

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Geographical Committee had referred Article 10 of
the Draft Convention to the Customs Committee, informing it that the Military, Naval and
Air Technical Committee had asked that paragraphs 3 et seq. of that Article should be deleted.
The Chairman did not think there was any Customs or statistical question involved by the
passageo which the Military, Naval and Air Commission proposed to delete.

M. HENNINGS (Sweden) agreed with the Chairman and thought that the passages in question
only referred to domestic matters.

M. MAGNAN (France) agreed, but thought that if the matters referred to in these paragraphs
were held to be within the competence of the Customs Committee, he would be obliged, on
behalf of the French Delegation at once to oppose the omission of the passages.

Mr. MONTEATH (India) also considered that these paragraphs should not be suppressed.
Similar provisions had been included in the Brussels Convention which had proved very
efficacious, particularly in India. However, he did not wish to prejudice the question of
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competence. He did not insist that discussion should be raised in this Committee on the final
paragraphs of Article 10.

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN it was decided to reply to the Geographical Committee
that, as far as concerned the competence of the Customs Committee, the suppression of the paragraphs
concerned did not give rise to any observations.

68. Examination of Article 11 of the Draft Convention.

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Geographical Committee had referred to the Customs
Committee Article 11 of the Draft Convention, proposing to omit the words " and shall be
subject to the following regulations" in the first paragraph and also to omit the other five
paragraphs.

The CHAIRMAN was of opinion that none of the provisions in the passages in question
came within the competence of the Customs Committee.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire), leaving aside the question of competence, considered that
it was necessary to draw up regulations laying down efficacious and uniform measures to be
taken by the various Governments within the prohibited zones.

M. MAGNAN (France) agreed with the British Delegate.

Major DE CARVALHO (Brazil) thought that the provisions laid down in Article 11 were
outside the Customs Committee's competence, and, further, that they should only be discussed
by the Powers concerned. It was a question of drawing up regulations and the matter was
therefore a domestic one ; there was no question of an International law.

Mr. WINSLOW (United States of America) supported the declaration made by the Brazilian
Delegate. It was clear that this question should not, in any form, be taken up by the
Customs Committee. He considered, further, that the Geographical Committee could also
make no suggestions on this subject. The Customs Committee might recommend the ;up-
pression of the five final paragraphs of Article 11. It would appear, indeed, that these consti-
tuted an interference with the internal legislation of -these States and that such interference
might lead certain Parliaments not to ratify the Convention.

The CHAIRMAN observed that if the Committee was not competent to discuss Article 11 it
could obviously make no recommendations in regard to the objects of that Article.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) said that he was in full agreement with this remark.

It was decided to reply to the Geographical Committee that the Customs Committee had found
in the paragraphs of Article 11, the suppression of which had been suggested, no point on which it
could give a decision.

69. Conclusion of the Proceedings of the Committee.

Mr. MARKER (British Empire) said that both his colleagues and he himself highly appre-
ciated the firm yet considerate manner in which Dr. Lange had acquitted himself of his difficult
task as Chairman, and before they separated he would like to express the gratitude and the
admiration which every member of the Committee felt for the Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Delegate of the British Empire and his colleagues for their
kind appreciation. He was most gratified at the spirit of mutual understanding which the
Committee had displayed and which had often enabled them to reach a unanimous agreement
even on points on which opinion was most sharply divided.

The CHAIRMAN declared the proceedings of the Customs Committee of the Conference closed.
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FIRST MEETING

held on Wednesday, May 13th, 1925, at 3.30 p.m.

1. Election of the Chairman and Viee-Chairman.

On the proposal of Lord ONSLOW (British Empire), M. Emilio de PALACIOS (Spain) was
elected Chairman by acclamation, and on the proposal of M. CLAUZEL (France), M. DUPRIEZ
(Belgium) was elected Vice-Chairman.

2. Rules of Procedure.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Committee should adopt the Rules of Procedure of the
Conference, page 15. A decision, however, would have to be taken on the question of publi-
city. He proposed that no publicity should be given to the meeting of the Committee in the
absence of a special decision.

The Committee accepted this proposal.

3. Adoption of Agenda.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Geographical Committee had been instructed by the General
Committee to study Chapters III, IV and V of the Convention. It was authorised by theGeneral Committee to refer directly to the competent Technical Commissions the questions
or groups of questions on which it seemed necessary to ask their advice. These Technical
Committees would send their reports to the Geographical Committee so that the latter might
prepare for the General Committee a full report on the whole question of the special zones
system.

4. Statement by Dedjasmateh Guetatchou (Abyssinia).

Dedjasmatch GUETATCHOU (Abyssinia) read the following statement:
Mr. CHAIRMAN and gentlemen : All the members of the Committee are aware of the fact

-that the Empire of Abyssinia is an empire which was founded more than five thousand years
ago as an independent sovereign and self-governing State.

Abyssinia, however, does not possess at this moment any factories within its territory
enabling it to manufacture arms and munitions, and it accordingly imports from abroad allthe arms and munitions for the maintenance of its security.

Illicit traffic in arms and munitions has for a very long time been prohibited in Abyssinia
by edict, and my Government, last year, forwarded to the Secretary-General of the League
of Nations regulations dated April 9th, 1924, renewing, conforming and completing this
edict, in conformity with the engagements taken by Abyssinia upon her entry into the League
of Nations in 1923.

I have the honour to inform the Chairman and delegates of the League of Nations
represented on this Committee that it is the firm desire of my Government to see the scheme
relating to the traffic in arms and munitions equitably concluded in a form which will be
universally acceptable.

As regards the question which we are -to consider in this Committee, it is understood that,
as the equality of nations adhering to the Convention lies at -the basis of the League, the motion
of Prince Arfa-ed-Dowleh and of M. Dendramis submitted to the General Conference deserves
to be unanimously adopted as a prelude to our work.

The declaration of the delegate of Abyssinia was noted by the Committee.

5. Draft Convention: Article 9 of Chapter III.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) said that the British delegation had presented an amenld-
ment to the effect that Article 7 of the Convention should be transferred to the beginning of
Chapter III.

The CHAIRMAN said that, though the instructions of the Committee were to examine
Chapters III, IV and V of the Convention, there was nothing to prevent it from considering
the British amendment, which would have the effect of supplementing or completing Article 9.

The Committee agreed to this point of view.
43
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6. Appointment of a Sub-Committee to prepare Proposals in regard to the Delimitation of
Certain Zones.

The CHAIRMAN said that there were two questions with which the Committee would
have to deal, namely, the question of the existence and delimitation of prohibited zones and
the question of the special regime to be applied to those zones. He proposed that a small Sub-
Committee should be appointed to delimit the zones. The Committee might, in the meantime,
discuss the question of the special regime to be applied to them.

M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) thought that the question of the delimitation of the zones was
one that should be considered by the full Committee. He would like to know whether any
of the delegations had observations to present in regard to these zones. He would propose
that the relevant chapter of the Treaty of St. Germain should be forwarded to the Sub-
Committee as a basis for their work, on the understanding, however, that, in delimiting the
prohibited zones, Members of the League of Nations should be excepted from such zones.

MEHMED TEVFIK Bey (Turkey) said he could not accept any distinction between Members
and non-Members of the League of Nations. All the delegations to the Conference had been
invited on a footing of equality. He could not, moreover, accept the Treaty of St. Germain
as a basis for dealing with the question of prohibited zones. In the Treaty of St. Germain,
Turkey was included among the prohibited zones, but since that Treaty was drafted the situa-
tion had completely changed.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) associated himself with the observations of the
Turkish delegate.

Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China) thought that the question should be considered from a more
general point of view. The general question at issue was whether independent States should
be included among the prohibited zones. Their inclusion implied a sanction, and cause must
be shown why such a sanction should be applied. If it was decided to include independent
States within the zones, there should be no distinction between great and small States. This
question would have to be discussed and a principle established, and it seemed to be too im-
portant a matter to be dealt with by a small Sub-Committee.

MEHMED TEVFIK Bey (Turkey) reminded the Committee that during the Conference of
Lausanne the Turkish Government had refused to be a party to the Treaty of St. Germain
and that its refusal had been accepted by that Conference.

The CHAIRMAN said he did not think that it was possible to begin with a discussion of
the general question of principle. He had proposed to appoint a Sub-Committee in order
that some basis of discussion might be established. The Sub-Committee would present a text
which might or might not coincide with the proposals contained in the Treaty of St. Ger-
main. This text would come to the Committee as an independent proposal of the Sub-Com-
mittee, and in that way it would be possible to avoid wounding the susceptibilities of certain
delegations.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) pointed out that it was the object of the Committee
to define the prohibited zones. It was necessary to establish these zones before it was possible
to discuss the special regime to be applied to them. The delimitation of the zones appeared
to be the first duty of the Committee and was a question in the solution of which every member
of the Committee should participate. He agreed with the Turkish delegation as regards the
Treaty of St. Germain. The Persian Government had always protested against this Treaty,
and the Persian delegation had instructions to withdraw from the Coinference if the Treaty
of St. Germain were taken as a basis for its work.

M. MATSUDA (Japan) said that the first question for the Committee to decide was whe-
ther there were certain zones in which certain special measures were to be applied. If this
question were decided in the negative, and if the Committee decided that there were no such
zones, there would be no need for any discussion of a special regime. It was essential that
this previous question should be settled, and he agreed that a small Sub-Committee might
be appointed to report on the question of delimiting the zones, in accordance with the proposal
of the Chairman.

Sir Percy Cox (India) said that the Committee would have to make a report to the General
Committee of the Conference on the delimitation of the special zones. He doubted whether
a small Sub-Committee could usefully report on the subject, as probably every member of
the Committee would have something to say.

The CHAIRMAN agreed that the Committee would as a preliminary question have to decide
whether there were to be any special zones or not. If the answer were in the negative there
would be no work for the Committee to do, and in the case of an affirmative answer the
Committee would have to consider the special regime to be applied to the prohibited zones.
Both these questions might be discussed by the full Committee or by means of a Sub-Committee.
Objection had been raised to the Treaty of St. Germain as the basis of discussion. Objection
had also been raised to any distinction being drawn between Members and non-Members of
the League of Nations. He agreed that all delegations were on an equal footing as members
of the Conference, and it was therefore necessary to get round the difficulties which had been
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raised. It was impossible to take the Treaty of St. Germain as a basis, but 'some basis of
work was necessary. It was for this reason that he had proposed the appointment of a
Sub-Committee which might frame a suitable text without in any way engaging the
responsibility of the Committee.

He enquired whether the Committee was prepared to recognise the existence in principle
of prohibited zones.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) said that this was too abstract a question on which -to
take the opinion of the Committee. The practical issue was whether certain States were pre-
pared to regard certain regions as in a special position.

The CHAIRMAN enquired whether the Persian delegation would refuse to recognise the
existence of special zones in the event of it being recognised that Persia was not included among
them.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) replied in the negative.

The CHAIRMAN represented that this was in effect a recognition of the principle. He
would ask the Committee whether it thought it necessary to affirm the existence of certain
zones in which the trade in arms should be specially controlled.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) suggested that the proposed Sub-Committee might be
instructed to deal with the question by a process of exclusion, leaving out any country as
to the inclusion of which a doubt had been raised. The Sub-Committee would thereby be
able to define certain geographical limits as a basis for the work of the Committee, and the
doubtful cases should be discussed at a later stage.

The CHAIRMAN enquired whether the Committee was prepared to vote on the question
which he had just defined.

Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China) did not think he could vote on the question as he did not quite
understand what would be the practical effect of a decision on the point.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) also thought that the question was too abstract for a
vote to be taken. He suggested that the proposed Sub-Committee should be asked to prepare
a draft as a basis of discussion and that the meetings of the Committee should be suspended
until this draft could be considered.

M. CLAUZEL (France) reminded the Committee that the Conference on the traffic in Arms
had been called together as a result of the non-ratification of the Treaty of St. Germain.
This Treaty was in itself a completion of the Brussels Act, which was, therefore, the real basis
of the whole question. The Brussels Act was founded on the assumption that the traffic in
arms in certain regions was against the general interests of all the nations and of the peace
of the world. In these circumstances he thought it was quite possible to ask the Sub-Committee
whether such regions still existed. The Sub-Committee would at once exclude certain coun-
tries in delimiting these regions owing to the degree of civilisation which they had attained
or owing to questions of sovereignty, etc.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) enquired whether this proposal implied that the Sub-
Committee would take the Brussels Act as a basis.

M. CLAUZEL (France) said that no such implication was intended. He was merely
pointing out that the Conference which drafted the Brussels Act had thought it necessary
-to delimit special zones. The question whether such delimitation was necessary could be exa-
mined afresh by the Sub-Committee.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) said that the proposal made by M. Clauzel amounted in
practice to the suggestion which he had himself put forward - namely, that the Sub-Conm-
mittee should proceed by way of exclusion.

After some further discussion, it was decided that a Sub-Committee should be appointed
to prepare proposals in regard to the delimitation of certain zones, taking into account the
views put forward in the course of the present discussion.

It was decided that the Sub-Committee should consist of the following members:
Lord ONSLOW (British Empire).
M. CLAUZEL (France).
Colonel MAZZONI (Italy).
MEHMED TEVFIK Bey (Turkey).
Dr. TCHEOU WEI (China).

It was agreed that any members of the Committee might be heard by the Sub-Com-
mittee and that the Chairman of the Committee would keep himself informed as to the progress
of the work of the Sub-Committee, at whose meetings he would preside if necessary.
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SECOND MEETING

held on Tuesday, May 26th, 1925, at 11.15 a.m.

7. Examination of the Report of the Sub-Committee appointed to submit Proposals in regard
to the Delimitation of Certain Zones.

The CHAIRMAN recalled the fact that the Committee had, at its meeting of May 13th,
appointed a Sub-Committee composed of the delegates of the British Empire, France, Italy,
Turkey and China. He had himself been instructed to keep in touch with the work of this
Sub-Committee, which had further asked him to act as its Chairman.

The Sub-Committee soon encountered the same difficulties as the Plenary Com-
mittee had met with at its first meeting. It had, however, made an effort to arrive
at some tangible result, paying special attention to considerations of a practical
nature. Its recommendations were contained in the following report :

" The Sub-Committee which was instructed by the Geographical Committee
to submit proposals regarding the delimitation of certain zones, has held five meet-
ings. It took the view that it should confine itself to delimiting certain special land
zones, as the question of the maritime zone - the necessity of which has been
recognised - appeared to it to be a technical question which should be referred to
the Military, Naval and Air Committee for its opinion. The Sub-Committee has
accordingly the honour to submit to the full Commission, as a basis of discussion,
the establishment of the following special zones:

"1. The whole of the African Continent, except : Egypt, Libya, Tunisia,
Algeria, the Spanish possessions in North Africa, the Union of South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia. This special zone would also include : islands situated
at less than . . nautical miles from the coast and also Prince's Island
(Principe), St. Thomas (Sao Thom6), Annobon and Socotra.

"2. The Arabian Peninsula, Gwadar, Syria, the Lebanon, Palestine, Trans-
jordan, Iraq.

"3. The maritime zone should include . (the Military, Naval and
Air Committee will be asked to make a proposal on the subject).
"The members of the Sub-Committee, in adopting this proposal, have reserved

full liberty of action in the Committees and in the Plenary Conference."

M. CLAUZEL (France) wished to make observations on three points arising out of the last
paragraph of the Sub-Committee's report.

In the first place it was necessary to warn the members of the Plenary Committee not
to under-estimate the amount of work accomplished by the Sub-Committee, because it had been
possible to summarise it in a document of scarcely twenty-five lines. As a matter of fact,
this result had only been arrived at after ten strenuous days and thanks to the valuable assis-
tance of the Chairman.

It must further be remembered that neither the Gen ral Committee nor the Plenary
Committee had settled the question of principle as to whether special zones should be insti-
tuted or not. The Government of the French Republic was averse rather than otherwise from
maintaining this system in present circumstances. It had, however, agreed to the principle
of special zones on land in deference to the opinions of the majority. This first concession
at once entailed a second - namr ly, the adoption of maritime zones.

In this connection he pointed out that a divergence of opinion had existed for a hundred
years between English and French jurists as to the interpretation of the right of search. The
French Government's decision on this point must therefore be reserved, and the Military,
Naval and Air Committee must be asked to endeavour to establish a legal system which would
satisfy both parties.

The creation of land and maritime zones having been decided upon, the question was
which territories should be included therein. The Brussels Act was taken as a precedent for
this purpose, but the nomenclature of that document was revised to such an extent that the
list finally adopted perhaps approached more nearly to the nomenclature of the Treaty of
St. Germain than to that of the Brussels Act. Difficulties had been encountered in determining
what territories should be placed in the special zones, owing to the fact that when the Brussels
Act was signed the League of Nations was not then in existence. Abyssinia and Liberia, which
were included inits enumeration, were now Members of the League of Nations and for this reason
it had been thought that an exception might be made in their favour. The Sub-Committee had,
however, rejected this principle after examining the reasons in favour of such an exception.
Taking advantage of the fact that the members of the Sub-Committee had reserved their
freedom of action, he drew the attention of the Committee meeting in plenary
session to this question and wished to assure the representatives of the delegations concerned
of the great care and sympathy with which this question had been examined.
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Dedjasmatch GUETATCHOU (Abyssinia) drew the attention of the Committee to the omission
of Abyssinia from the territories excluded from the special African zone.

The CHAIRMAN took note of this remark, which would be discussed later.

M. DENDRAMIS (Greece) wished warmly to support the proposal to exclude Abyssinia
from the territories in the zone.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) explained that, in the opinion of the British delegation,
it was necessary to provide in certain countries for zones - not prohibited, since it was not
intended to prevent Governments from importing arms, but special zones - in which arms
might not be imported for private persons. This was solely with the object of aiding the
Governments of these territories, where supervision was difficult, to put an end to illicit traffic.

The British Government did not share the doubts of the French Government as to the utility
of these zones, because it considered that there were particular countries in which a more
efficacious control should be maintained. Other delegations, too, were of this opinion.

Dr. TCHE'OU WEI (China) emphasised the fact that he had always upheld the principle
that no State Member of the League of Nations should be included in the special zones without
its consent.

Sir Percy Cox (India) supported the proposal of the British delegate. It was not desired
to deprive the Governments of the territories placed in the special zones of the faculty of im-
porting arms, but rather to help these Governments in suppressing the illicit traffic. There
did not, then, appear any reason for the States in question to take offence, as the Chinese
delegate appeared to believe.

M. DA COSTA LEME (Portugal) read the following statement:

" The Portuguese delegation supports the principle of the creation and delimitation of
special zones for the traffic in arms, munitions and implements of war.

" In application of this principle, it will not, like other countries whose situation is the
same as that of Portugal, oppose the application of this principle to the Portuguese Posses-
sions in Africa, but it will make its adhesion contingent in any case on the reservation of
absolute liberty to the mother-country to export to its colonies the arms, munitions and
implements of war which it may consider essential for national defence."

M. DUPRIEZ (Belgium) said that not only would the Belgian Government have no objection
to its African colonies being included in the special zones but that it would, indeed, be the
first to ask for their inclusion ; he wished, however, to make the same reservation as the Portu-
guese delegate. His supported the opinion expressed by the Chinese delegate. It was, in
fact, difficult to assume that a Member of the League of Nations should be obliged to observe
the conditions of a convention which it had not accepted. He was sorry, for his part, that
Abyssinia should be included in the special zone.

M. CHIMIENTI (Italy) entirely agreed with the British delegate.

M. WINSLOW (United States of America) reserved an expression of the opinion of the
Unitect States delegation in regard to the inclusion of Liberia in the special zone as provided
for in the draft of the Sub-Committee, until instructions, which had Deen requested. were
received from his Government.

Dedjasmatch GUETATCHOU (ADyssinir) reaa the following statement:
" We have neen invited to provide an alternative for the Convention of St. Germain, which

has been declared in the Preamble itself to be incapable of application, and we have come to
Geneva with the other Members of the League of Nations and the delegates of the Great Powers
which are not yet Members of the League. We have made an official declaration to the
Plenary Committee and have repeated it before the Geographical Committee.

" We find ourselves to-day confrontea by proposals of the most unexpectea nature on which
we cannot in principle admit any discussion, since they affect the sovereignty of the Empire
of Abyssinia and the equality of its rights within the League of Nations.

"Nevertheless, we have met at Geneva for the purpose of coming to an agreement, an('
we think that there is perhaps only a simple misunderstanding to be cleared up.

" The Abyssinian Empire cannot believe th:tt it is possible for Governments with which
it is on the best and most loyal terms to consider it as ' prohibited '.

" We feel, therefore, that we must examine in detail the statements of the British and
Italian delegates in particular, with a view to replying to their arguments.

" But in any case we may state here and now that we accept nothing which could affect
the sovereignty of the Empire, though we shall be happy to seek all means of assisting the
work of the Conference.

" We ask that this question may be adjourned to a later meeting. "

M. MATSUDA (Japan) said that the Japanese delegation had always considered that it
was necessary to establish special zones. In connection with the particular cases which had
been under examination by that committee, the speaker perfectly understood the British dele-
gate's view that there was no humiliation for a country in being placed under the regime of
the special zones. In fact, in view of the objects contemplated in drawing up this Convention,
the establishment of as effective a supervision as possible should be aimed at, but he also
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appreciated the reasons which had been put forward by Abyssinia for its exclusion from the
special zones.

The question might be looked at from two points of view : on the one hand, was it in agree-
ment with the conditions of Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Covenant of the League of Nations
to impose the regime of special zones on a State Member of the League ? That was the legal
aspect of the problem. But that problem had also an administrative aspect; the question
was whether the State in question possessed a sufficiently perfected organisation to ensure the
effective supervision of the trade in arms.

In his view, if certain zones were to be created, it would perhaps not be desirable to make
their regime incapable of change. The administration of the country in question might
develop and improve, and certain of the conditions of the regime might thus become inappli-
cable; it therefore seemed to him advisable to provide for the gradual disappearance of certain
clauses of the regulations applicable to the special zones.

M. CHIMIENTI (Italy) read the following declaration:
"If there are any special and prior engagements (I emphasise the word "special ") under-

taken by a sovereign State in regard to the League of Nations and considered as a condition
of its becoming a Member of the League, I think that neither the Conference nor we ourselves
have any real power to relieve that State of its engagements, and still less at the moment of
drawing up a special convention in which both States Members and States not Members of
the League of Nations are talking part.

" If it is necessary to release a State, in view of new engagements undertaken by it when
adhering to a new Convention, it is for the Assembly of the League of Nations to establish
the annulment of the former obligation. The State in question, though taking part in the Confe-
rence, remains no less bound by its declaration made to the Assembly at the moment of its
entry into the League of Nations.

"If the legal position of Abyssinia is such as I have just described, it is useless for her
to exercise her right of taking part in the discussions and deliberations of the Conference;
her former obligations will nevertheless continue to exist, unless she has been released from them
by a special decision (just as the engagement on her part was a special one), w:ich must be
taken by the Assembly of the League of Nations. She herself could never, by the fact of
recording her vote, annul her prior engagements.

" The question is not whether Abyssinia is or is not a signatory to the Convention of
St. Germain but merely whether, among the engagements undertaken by Abyssinia before
her entry into the League of Nations, there exist special engagements relating to the impor-
tation and the control of the trade in arms and munitions in her own territory.

"Nor is her sovereignty called in question, for no one can do that.
"Abyssinia's obligations in regard to the League of Nations were validly undertaken

by her and have been recognised as valid by the League of Nations, on account of her capacity
to enter the international field.

" The matter is -therefore a legal question, similar to that raised by the participation
of former enemy States, which are under particular obligations under the Peace Treaties.
The obligations undertaken by a State in regard to the League of Nations on account of
and at the moment of its entry into the League are legally based on the Covenant of the
League of Nations. 

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) observed that, at the time of its admission into the League
of Nations, Abyssinia had undertaken the following engagement in regard to the stipulations
of the League on the subject of arms:

"Abyssinia, recognising as binding the system at present established with regard
to the importation of arms and ammunition, undertakes to conform to the principles
set forth in the Convention and Protocol signed at St. Germain-en-Laye on Sep-
tember 10th, 1919, and in particular to the stipulations contained in Article 6 of
the said Convention;"

The Draft Convention regarding the international control of the trade in arms, munitions
and implements of war provides in the Preamble that:

"Whereas the Convention of St. Germain signed by the High Contracting
Parties therein mentioned has not entered into full force and effect . . .

There was no indication in this text that the Convention of St. Germain was inapplicable,
and since, further, the stipulations of Article 6 of the same Convention were precisely similar
to those of the Draft Convention drawn up by the Temporary Mixed Commission, it was not
apparent how Abyssinia could avoid being placed under the scheme of special zones.

The Commission decided to adjourn until the meeting of the next day its decision in regard
to the proposal for exclusion presented by the Abyssinian delegation. It decided, further,
to refer to a future session the examination of the case of Liberia in order to permit the dele-
gate of the United States to receive instructions from his Government.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) explained that the contemplated delimitation placed
a part of South-West Africa within the special zone but left other parts outside the zone. The
Government of South Africa had requested that no part of its territories should be included
in the special zone. It should be observed, further, that the territory of South-West Africa
was considered from the administrative point of view in conformity with the stipulations
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of paragraph 3 of Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, as an integral part of
the mandatory State. It would, therefore, appear that South-West Africa should be excluded
from the countries under the scheme for special zones. Apart from this consideration of a
legal nature, it should also be added that there was no disadvantage to be anticipated in
excluding the territory in question from the zone, since in any case the control of arms in
South-West Africa was exercised by the Union. -It was of the greatest importance to the
Union to maintain this control in conformity with the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 3
of the mandate, i.e.:

"The Mandatory shall promote to the utmost the material and moral-well-being
and the social progress of the inhabitants of the territory subject to the present
mandate ".

M. DUPRIEZ (Belgium) and M. MATSUDA (Japan) asked that the discussion of the new
question raised by the delegate of Great Britain should be adjourned in order to enable them
to study it more thoroughly.

This proposal was adopted.

The Committee adopted paragraph 2 of the report of the Sub-Committee.

The Committee decided to refer to the Military, Naval and Air Committee paragraph 3
of the said report, with the request that it should determine, in relation with the land zone,
the extent of the maritime zone, and also to determine the number of miles (left blank in the
following phrase in paragraph 1 "the adjacent islands situated at least . . . sea miles
from the coast ").

It was decided, at the request of M. CHIMIENTI (Italy), that the Secretariat should circulate
to the Committee the documents in its possession respecting Abyssinia's de jure and de facto
position in regard to the League of Nations.

THIRD MEETING

held on Wednesday, May 27th, 1925, at 4 p.m.

8. Procedure.

The CHAIRMAN read the following statement:
" On May 13rd, at its fifth sitting, the General Committee decided to refer to the Geo-

graphical Committee Chapters III, IV and V of the Draft Convention. According to the terms
of the speech of the Chairman in making these proposals, the Geographical Committee would
be empowered to refer, if necessary, questions of a -technical nature regarding military or
Customs matters directly to the competent committees, which would inform the Geographical
Committee of their conclusions.

"On May 23rd, the General Committee, in order to hasten the work of the Conference, deci-
ded to refer Chapters IV and V in -their entirety to the Military, Naval and Air Technical
Committee.

" The reports on Chapters IV and V, when completed by that Technical Committee,
might be examined by -the Geographical Commit-tee and incorporated in its general report,
as was originally decided.

Prince ARFA-ED-DOWLEH (Persia) objected to the procedure outlined. He understood that the
Technical Committee was already discussing the regime to be applied before the zones had been
designated. As Persia would probably be affected by the maritime zones, the Persian dele-
gation was unable to express definite opinions before the zones had been clearly designated.

The CHAIRMAN said that this was a decision of the General Committee, and the Geographical
Committee had no power to question a decision of the General Committee.

Sir Percy Cox (India) suggested that the Persian delegate should make reservations to
the effect that he did not know to what extent the coast of Persia might be affected.

The CHAIRMAN said that it appeared that the Committee agreed with the suggestion
he had just made - namely, that the report of the Military, Naval and Air Technical Com-
mittee should be submitted to the Geographical Committee.

9. Discussion of the Proposal for the Exclusion of Abyssinia from the Special Zone.

Dedjasmatch GUETATCHOU (Abyssinia) read the following declaration:
" When the Abyssinian delegation had spoken the day before of the misunderstanding which

it wished to clear up, it had noted the fact that most of the intentions of His Excellency the British
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delegate, supported by His Excellency the Italian delegate, were, in general, identical with those
of the Abyssinian Government itself in regard to illicit traffic in arms and munitions, which
was being considered by the Conference.

" Further, H.E. Major-General Sir Percy Cox, the delegate of India, who, during his bril-
liant career, had spent some time near the frontier of Abyssinia, had been so kind as to declare
that, in view of his former neighbourly relations with Abyssinia, the proposals to include
Abyssinia in the prohibited zone should only be considered by them as a help in dealing with
brigands and smugglers.

"Further, in regard to the special suggestions made by His Excellency the Italian delegate
to the Committee, this suggestion touched the Covenant itself.

" The Abyssinian delegation considered that it was in their common interest not to under-
take at this time either incidentally or indirectly any discussion on this subject either in the
Committee or in the Conference.

" Further, it would not seem that the fact of recognising that the territory of a Member
of the League of Nations was in the free zone would imperil any interest. In fact, the precau-
tions to be taken to repress the illicit traffic in arms and munitions were to be extended to the
entire universe and would be applied in full sovereignty and in all loyalty by Abyssinia in the
same conditions as the other signatory Powers to the future Convention.

" If any neighbouring Government had any complaints to make in regard to the security
of its territory from neglect on the part of Abyssinia, they would have at their disposal Articles
11, 12, 14 and 15 of the Covenant. Ethiopia would have the same recourse if it did not dis-
card at once so improbable an hypothesis, because the Imperial Government had no other
desire than to live in the most cordial friendship with its neighbours.

" They therefore hoped to find easily the means of satisfying all the delegations on the
Committee. With this view, they considered that their legal basis was that Abyssinia
should be in the free zone. This was the only position acceptable to Abyssinia, both in regard
to its sovereignty and to its position as a Member of the League of Nations, and they could not
allow the equality of the rights and the duties of the Members of the League to be contested,
which was the fundamental principle of the League.

"With this admission, and with reference to -the existing treaties, the Government of
Abyssinia would be prepared to examine, especially with Great Britain and Italy, which seemed
to have some anxiety with regard to the neighbouring country, what would be the best means
to strengthen, each in its respective territory, the control and repression of the illicit -traffic in
arms and munitions. This was obviously to their common interest. Further, a commence-
ment had already been made in Abyssinia, and the regulations which had been promulgated
by the Government of Abyssinia so as to conform with the Convention of St. Germain had
already been communicated that day to the members of the Committee.

" They therefore asked:

"(1) That Abyssinia should be included in the list of countries to be placed out-
side the prohibited zones;

" (2) If the neighbouring Powers wished to examine an amicable arrangement for
the execution of the clauses of the future Convention regarding the illicit traffic in
arms and munitions, an arrangement for mutual aid might be studied in order to
come to an understanding;

" (3) They thanked the Chairman and the delegate who had been so kind the day
before in helping them to dissipate the misunderstanding concerning them, and
they were certain that events would convince all of the sincere desire they had to
collaborate in the work of peace and international concord. "

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) asked for an explanation of the second paragraph of the
declaration made by Abyssinia at the time of its admission to the League of Nations.

Dedjasmatch GUETATCHOU (Abyssinia) stated that Abyssinia was ready to prevent the
illicit traffic in arms in accordance with the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye in the same way
as the other High Contracting Parties. At the time of making this engagement they did not
understand that this would entail acceptance of the position of being included in the prohi-
bited zone.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) said that Article 6 of the St. Germain Convention referred
specifically to prohibited zones.

Dedjasmatch GUETATCHOU (Abyssinia). replied that he understood this to refer to the
export of arms from Abyssinia into countries situated in the prohibited zones. They signed
the declaration on the understanding that this would not prevent them from importing arms
for the maintenance of order and independence. This was clearly shown in the minutes of the
Sixth Committee of the Fourth Assembly, and no objection was raised at the time.

Lord ONSLOW (British Empire) said there seemed to be some misunderstanding. Article 6
of the Convention of St. Germain laid down the limits of the prohibited zone quite clearly, and
the Sub-Committee had in general maintained these limits. He wished to point out that, by
the inclusion of a country in the special zone, there was no prohibition for Governments to
import arms. Gevernments were perfectly free to bring in arms for their defence and the
maintenance of security. If this were not so, Great Britain would also object to this prohi-
bition, in view of its Possessions situated in the zone. He saw nothing in the principle of the
Draft Convention which was contrary to the text of Article 6 of the Treaty of St. Germain.


